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L SUMIiARY

A. Introduction

This Annual Report details a m-,.gram of research on composite spinel

ceramic materials with enormous specific heat maxima in the temperature range

5-20 K carried out by CeramPhysics, Inc., Ohio State University, Pennsylvania

State University, and West Virginia University. In this section the main

advances and accomplishments of the year are summarized and the organization

of the rest of the report outlined.

We start with a brief review of the interpretation of these spinel materi-

als developed in our previous research. The results obtained so far have

suggested an attractive picture for the ordering phenomena in the B-site

spinels, CdCr 2 04 and ZnCr 20 4 . The results have shown tliat at least two types

of magnetic correlations are present, antiferromagnetic and paraL..ag- t ic. and

that frustration and the presence of strong spin-lattice coupling play an

important role in the anomalously large specific heats and thermal conductivi-

ties.

A basic examination 6 of the structure of the spinel phases of CdCr 20 4 and

ZnCr 2 0 4 revealed an interesting pattern among the B-site spinels, suggesting

that additional systems of considerable interest might be made by filling in a

table of materials constructed by replacing the A-site atom (Zn or Cd) by

isoelectronic atoms or mixtures of atoms. In addition th ' transitions in

these materials were seen to have a peculiar nature in which the spins order

weakly in a lattice which has a high degree of frustration. This has great

importance for our understanding of these systems, since it means that large

numbers of spins can remain unordered below the transitioti, resulting in

anomalously lar - , -necific heats, and furthermore, that distortions of the

---
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19. ABSTRACT (continued)

-- seems to, indicate antiferromagnetic ordering. Measurements have also

discovered an amazing anomaly- in the dielectric constant at the anti-
ferromagnetic transition.

The susceptibility Mea urements on the pure spinel powder reveal no
low temperature paramagnetic\Curie tail, implying that all the spins are
well ordered by T = 0.2 TN. On the other hand the grains reacted with 10% .,

columbite reveal a low temperature paramagnetic tail. Comparison of the-'
measured s.uscepIti ility with a mean-field Currie-Weiss law above TN, and a
Curie law at* low'trmptr9ture seems to imply that, at low -temperatures at
least, the number of paramagnetic spins N is a small fraction of the

anti-ferromagnetic spins NfJ of order 1%Pin the Cd spir. I and 0.1% in the
Zn spinel.

Theoretical Monte Carlo calculations have found that the spinel

lattice with spins only at the B sites has a magnetic transition at a

relatively low temperature. The magnetization is linear in field in good
agreement with experiment. The calculated low field susceptibility shows a -
modest cusp at an ordering temperature T J, where J is the nearest

N
neighbor anti-ferromagnetic exchange interaction.
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lattice, which remove the frustration, can couple strongly to the spins, thus

leading to dielectric anomalies and large thermal conductivities due to spin

energy being transported through the spin-phonon interaction.

. Current Work

Recent and interesting new work has been done under this proposal on the

properties of the B-site spinels, CdCo 2 0 4 and ZnCo 2 0 4 . In this summary, we we

focus on 1) recent advances in the fabrication and structural characterization

of various ceramic phases of CdCo 2 0 4 and ZnCo 2 0 4 (section III), 2)

experimental research on the magnetocaloric properties of the B-site spinels

and the experimental discovery of a significant dielectric anomaly at TN,

which reveals a novel coupling of the spin and lattice (section IV), 3)

experimental work on the magnetization and susceptibility which reveal an

antiferromagnetic transition at TN - 8-ILK (section V), 4) theoretical results

for a) the properties of the ideal spinel lattice and b) the properties of the

tetragonally distorted lattice obtained from Monte Carlo computer simulations

on the frustrated spinel spin lattice (section VI), and 5) an overall picture

for the phenomena occurring in these fascinating materials which integrates

the numerous results listed above (section VII). We describe each of these

accomplishments In more detail In the following:

1) Significant progress in characterizing and controlling the fabrication

of the spinel materials CdCo 2 0 4 and ZnCo 2 0 4 has been made. Pure powders,

compacted disks, as well as the 9/1 columbite composite have been made and %

characterized. The fabrication experiments In section III give clear evidence '

that the spinel powder of nominal grain size 10 microns reacts with the

columbite component to produce paramagnetic spins at low temperatures. The

same ceramic material can be made In several different ways, with about 10% ..

-2-



addition of the columbite phase. SEM evidence indicates that the spinel and

columbite phases remain distinct, forming a composite of the two different

substances, with grain sizes of order 10, consistent with earlier thermody-

namic determinations at CeramPhysics.

2) The magnetocaloric experiments reported in section IV reveal no trace

of hysteresis, which means that the phenomena involved in the low temperature

transitions in the Zn and Cd spinels must involve second order transitions.

Adiabatic demagnetization cooling above TN and also at low temperatures is

indicative of paramagnetic spins, while a region of demagnetization heating

just below TN seems to indicate antiferromagnetic ordering. These results are

consistent with the thermodynamic relation which requires that the sign of the

temperature change (heating or cooling) upon adiabatic demagnetization depends

on the sign of the temperature derivative of the susceptibility. Measurements

have also discovered an amazing anomaly in the dielectric constant at the

anti-ferromagnetic transition. This data clearly shows that the ordering of

the frustrated spin system has an enormous effect on the structure of the

lattice. We recall that the pattern in the B-site spinel single crystals is

toward a slight tetragonal distortion of the high temperature cubic phase

below the magnetic transition.6 We know of no other case of such a strong

coupling between the magnetic and the lattice degrees of freedom in any

material. The present measurements are the first to find an anomaly at low

temperatures. A theory was developed (section VI) which gives both a qualita-

tive explanation as well as quantitative agreement with this anomaly.

3) The susceptibility measurements described in section V on the pure

spinel powder reveal no low temperature paramagnetic Curie tail, implying that

all the spins are well ordered by T z 0.2 TN. On the other hand the grains

reacted with 1OX columbite reveal a low temperature paramagnetic tail. Compar-

ison of the measured susceptibility with a mean-field Curie-Weiss law above

-3- 9
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TN, and a Curie law at low temperature seems to imply that, at low tempera-

tures at least, the number of paramagnetic spins Np is a small fraction of the

anti-ferromagnetic spins Naf, of order 1X in the Cd spinel and O.1Y in the Zn

spinel.

4) Finally, the theoretical Monte Carlo calculations reported in section

VI have found that the spinel lattice with spins only at the B sites has a

magnetic transition at a relatively low temperature. The magnetization

is linear in field in good agreement with experiment. The calculated low

field susceptibility shows a modest cusp at an ordering temperature TN Z J,

where J is the nearest neighbor anti-ferromagnetic exchange interaction.:1

In conclusion, It is clear that a wide variety of experimental and theoretical

work on the frustrated B-site spinels, CdCr 2 0 4 and ZnCr 2 0 4 has begun to

produce a coherent picture for the very interesting behavior of these systems.

A magnetic transition of anti-ferromagnetic character, Incomplete ordering of

the spins, and strong coupling to the lattice degrees of freedom are all well

* established. Further work is required to pin down the origins and parameters

of these novel phenomena.
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II. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

In the late 70's, Wright Patterson AFB began funding a

series of applied programs aimed at developing dielectric

insulation systems incorporating enthalpy stabilization for the

superconductors NbTi and Nb 3 Sn (WPAFB Contracts #F33615-80-C-

2202, -82-C-2227, -82-C-2229, and -84-C-2418). These programs

were based on new materials which are two-phase, spinel +

columbite ceramics and which sinter at - 1300*C. The columbite

phase, although minor, must be present for the spinel phase to

densify, and these ceramics have huge specific heats at low

temperatures.

In the Summer of '83, research on the physics of these new

materials was begun by CeramPhysics, Inc. and the Physics Dept.

at the Ohio State Univ. under a subcontract to AFOSR Contract

#F49620-82-C-0129. This research is summarized in Eckels et al.

(1985), and this Annual Report documents the continuation of this

research by CeramPhysics, Inc., Ohio State Univ., Pennsylvania

State Univ., and W. Virginia Univ.

The columbite mineralizers CdNb 206 and ZnNb 2 06 must be

present for the spinels CdCr 204 and ZnCr 204 to densify in the

ceramic, and the optimum spinel:columbite molar ratio is 9:1.

The thrust of the previous research has been to understand the

enormous specific heat maxima in these spinels at low tempera-

tures rather than the ceramic-formation phenomena.
Specific heat data, 1.5-40 K, were measured on these 9:1

ceramics and on ceramic samples of the CdNb 206 and ZnNb 206

mineralizers over broad temperature ranges. Next, the specific

heats of the columbites were fitted to Schottky and Einstein

functionals, and these fitted data were then used to correct the

9:1 ceramics specific heat data to determine the specific heats

of the spinel phases.

The separated specific heat data for the CdCr 204 and ZnCr 204

spinels are shown in Fig. 2-1(a) where the data are plotted as

C/T 3 to illustrate the non-Debye contributions at the lowest

temperatures. We point out that these specific heat maxima are

-5-
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equivalent to the specific heat of water at room temperature;

hence, the applied interest in enthalpy stabilization.

These specific heat data were decomposed into Debye,

Schottky, and magnetic contributions, and the entropies of these

contributions in CdCr 2 04 are shown in Fig. 2-1(b). These contri-

ZnCr20 10 " (6-Q33K)

E!1o Magnetic
7X -2

102." Debye 10
2c Z (9420 K)

-4
10

10
101 02 05 1 5 10 2050

2 5 10 20 30T (K) T (K)

(a) (b)

Figure 2-1. (a) Specific heats of the new spinels; (b)

Contributions to the specific heat of CdCr20 4.

butions were determined by the following procedure based on the
data in Fig. 2-1(a):

1. The high-temperature data [i.e., T> 2TN, where TN is the

peak temperature in Fig. 2-1(a)] were fitted to the

general Schottky term, and these fittings yielded the

Debye temperatures, OD = 420 and 463 K for the cadmium

and zinc spinels, respectively. These e - values are in
D

excellent agreement with predictions of the Lindemann

relation.

2. The low-temperature data (i.e., T<TN/ 2 ) follow a Schottky

term very well with two-level splittings of 0.33 and 0.37

K for the cadmium and zinc spinels. However, these fits

-6-
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yielded unrealistically small eD's (e.g., 100 K), and

it was concluded that antiferrimagnetic spin waves are

contributing a T3 term which is indistinguishable from

the T3 Debye acoustic background.

3. Adopting the more realistic Debye temperatures allows a

determination of the spin-wave parameters,

a, J's/c 1/3 = 5.94x10-16 erg (CdCr204 ). a -16
=, - 9.65xi0 erg (ZnCr 204 )

4. Finally, the determination of the parametric data above
allows the separation of the specific heat contributions

and, by integration, the entropy of these contributions,a.

as illustrated in Fig. 2-1(b). The magnetic entropies of

the two spinels determined from these analyses are

SM/R = 2.340 (CdCr204 )

= 1.434 (ZnCr 204 )

107

* 2.9 -aO- I TI
2.8 0(9110. 10.14 K

2.7

2.8

T2 .55 l

/ 0.49€

U 0.48 C(2/1). 4.96K

Z14
T 047

o C (911) 0.48

£ 0(9/1) 0.45
01

Ii . ,I I I0 4

5 10 20 30 0 5 10 15
T (K) H (T)

(a) (b)

Figure 2-2. Thermal Conductivity data on the spinels, (a)

As a function of temperature; (b) In magnetic fields.

Here C(9/1) and D(9/1) refer to the Cd-and Zn-spinels,

respectively.

-7-
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The thermal conductivities of the spinels display "jumps"

associated with the (antiferrimagnetic) transitions as shown in

Fig. 2-2(a). The magnetic-field dependence of these anomalies

was measured just below TN , and these data are shown in Fig.

2-2(b). Surprisingly, the anomaly in ZnCr 20 4 is unaffected, but

in CdCr 2 04 a magnetic field "quenches" the anomaly as shown

schematically by the dashed curve in Fig. 2-2(a). This excess

thermal conductivity in CdCr 204 is 0.23 mW cm- 1 K I or roughly
half the zero-field thermal conductivity at 5 K.

, By far the most intriquing measurements previously made on

the spinels have been the magnetocaloric measurements at T<TN/ 2 .

Both spinels display adiabatic-demagnetization cooling and

adiabatic-magnetization heating, and these caloric effects are

perfectly reversible. The measured AT data up to 10 T are shown

in Fig. 2-3, and we point out that these are very large effects

because the specific heats of these spinels are large at 3-5 K.

CCN(9/1) ZCN(9/1)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
H (T) H (T)

Figure 2-3. Reversible magnetocaloric effects in the new
spinels at T<TN/ 2 . Here CCN(9/l) and ZCN(9/l) refer to the

9:1 spinel + columbite ceramics.

The measurements in Fig. 2-3 led naturally to measurements

of the magnetization of the spinels at 4.2 K, and these data are

shown in Fig. 2-4. Here it was found that both spinels act as

r--4--
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perfect paramagnets and display no hysteretic effects.

A self-consistent picture began to emerge from these

measprements: Namely, the specific heat peaks in Fig. 2-1(a)

appear due to an antiferrimagnetic spin ordering as evidenced by
3the T antiferrimagnetic spin-wave contribution below about 3 K.

These ordered spins do not affect
10-

the magnetization, Fig. 2-4. How-
9

ever, several degrees of freedom 4.K~8
remain below T N , and these para-

magnetic spins cause the reversi- CCN(9/I)

ble magnetocaloric effects.

Actually, there is competition E 5

between the ordered spins and the 1

disordered spins in the magneto- 3-

caloric effects because the former 2 ZCN(9/1)

spin system would show demagnet-

ization heating, the latter system,
0 1 2 3 4 5 a 7 a

demagnetization cooling. There may H(T)

be different spin-phonon relaxation Figure 2-4. Magnetiza-

rates involved which cause the do- tion data at 4.2 K on

minance of the latter effects assoc- the new spinels.

iated with the paramagnetic spin

system.

It is puzzling that both the specific heat maxima at TN and

the magnetocaloric effects below TN are so large (i.e., the

energetics associated with these phenomena are very large, -

0.1-1 J/g).

A very simple approach was tried theoretically here; namely,
3+

a two-spin model where some fraction of the Cr spins partake in

the antiferrimagnetic ordering at TN, the balance of the spins

remain unordered, and coupling between the spin systems is

ignored. Using s = 3/2, it was found from the magnetic entropy

SM above that 84 and 52% of the spins order at TN in CdCr2 04 and

ZnCr 2 04, respectively. From the spin-wave specific heat contri-

butions above, we have for the exchange constants,

-9-



J/k = 3.42, CdCr2 04,

= 4.72, ZnCr 204.

From the Schottky specific heat terms well below TN, we find for

the two-level splitting,

6 = 0.59 K, CdCr204,

= 0.37 K, ZnCr 2 04,

where these terms are ascribed to the unordered spins.

This simple model yields reasonable parameter values from

the specific heat data, but the model cannot explain the magnetic

properties. From the magnetization data, Fig. 2-4, the model

indicates that the spin densities in CdCr 204 are three times

larger than in ZnCr 204 , but the magnetocaloric data indicate just

the opposite from this simple model.

The more basic theoretical approach started with a basic

examination of the structure of the spinel phases of CdCr2 04 .

This study revealed an interesting pattern among the B-site

spinels, which suggests that additional systems of considerable

interest might be made by filling in a table of materials con-

structed by replacing the A-site atom (Zn or Cd) by isoelectronic

mixtures of Cu and In, or Ag and In. In addition, the transi-

tions in these materials were seen to have a peculiar nature in

which the spins order weakly in a lattice which has a high degree

of frustration. This has great importance for our understanding

of these systems, since it means that large numbers of spins can

remain unordered below the transition, resulting in anomolously

large specific heats and magnetocaloric effects. Furthermore,

distortions of the lattice, which remove the frustration, can

couple strongly to the spins, thus leading to large thermal

conductivities due to spin energy being transported through the

spin-phonon interaction.

The first attempt to understand the theoretical properties

of these systems was to derive the Hamiltonian describing the

interaction of the spins on the spinel lattice sites. From this

-19-
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we extracted a simple model in which we kept only two possible

sublattice magnetizations, an antiferromagnetic one which orders

at the transition, and a ferromagnetic one coupled to it, which

is polarized in a magnetic field, giving rise to spin-flop like

effects. In the mean-field approximation, this model already

gives interesting effects, including a temperature dependent

magnetization linear in field and a magnetic field dependent

specific heat which increases with field. These results are in

good qualitative agreement with the experimental data and confirm

" the basic correctness of our approach. The next step was to

examine the renormalization effects due to fluctuations, which

led to the novel feature that the non-ordering spins give rise to

a large contribution to the specific heat even well below the

ordering temperature of the antiferromagnetic spins. This is not

possible in a simpler system with only one order parameter, again

10 10

ZnCr 2 04 ZnC 0

C X

T/T T/T

(a) (b)

Figure 2-5. Example of theoretical fits to specific heat

(a) and thermal conductivity (b) data for ZnCr204.

suggesting our model has correct general properties. Detailed

results were obtained in the gaussian fluctuation approximation

for the specific heat as a function of temperature and magnetic

field both above and below the transition. Finally, a theory for

the thermal conductivity in this class of materials was de-

veloped. The thermal conductivity depends on both the specific

--



heat and the scattering rate, which we showed involved, in addi-

4. tion to the usual phonon and antiferromagnetic spin wave contri-

butions, a spin fluctuation term which limits the thermal con-

ductivity in the vicinity of the transition. Fits were made to

the specific heat and thermal conductivity data using the same

set of fitting parameters, which revealed that the peak in the

thermal conductivity at the transition arises from the peak in

the specific heat, but that it is typically a factor of about

three smaller due to the spin scattering at the transition. An

example of the theoretical fits for the ZnCr 204 spinel are shown

in Fig. 2-5.

The research reported in this Annual Report was based on the

above experimental and theoretical findings and represents a

continuation of this previous research.

Our broad goals in the present research are as follows:

1. To investigate the ceramic formation of these new spinel

+ columbite materials (i.e., Why must the columbite

phase be present for densification?) and to explore

ceramic fabrication of the pure spinels (Pennsylvania

State Univ.).

2. To extend the magnetocaloric measurements of Fig. 2-3

over broad temperature ranges for both the spinel +

columbite ceramics and for the pure spinel ceramics

(CeramPhysics).

3. To extend the specific heat measurements of Fig. 2-1 to

the pure spinel ceramics (CeramPhysics).

4. To measure magnetic susceptibility data on these

materials over broad temperature ranges and in magnetic

fields (W. Va. Univ.).

5. To pursue EPR measurements, including electron nuclear

triple resonance measurements, on these spinel systems

(W. Va. Univ.).

6. To pursue Monte Carlo simulations of the spinel lattice,

including frustratin and variable boundary conditions,

and to couple these calculations to Ginzberg-Landau

theory. Renormalization group theory will be employed

-12-



near the phase transition.
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II. CERAMIC PREPARATION STUDIES

3.A Introduction

A key to the understanding of the thermal, dielectric, magnetocaloric,

and magnetic susceptibility measurements performed in this program is the

crystal chemistry and ceramic fabrication of the CdCr204 and ZnCr 204 spinel

materials. A portion of this program was devoted to this topic. In earlier

CeramPhysics studies, it was found that dense ceramics of the CdCr204 or ZnCr 204

spinels could only be fabricated by the addition of at least 10 mole percent

of the respective (CdNb206 or ZnNb 206) columbites. Ceramic compositions with

various spinel/columbite ratios were the basis of earlier studies. Several

of these existing ceramic samples were thoroughly characterized by x-ray

diffraction and scanning electron microscopy, in order to better understand

the crystal chemistry of these materials. It was hoped that if an understanding

of the crystal chemistry and densification mechanisms of the spinel-columbite

ceramics could be obtained, fabrication methods could be established to allow

for the preparation of more phase-pure spinel ceramics, with improved thermal

properties. Ceramic preparation studies were also performed in order to prepare

dense samples of the pure spinel ceramics. These efforts were aimed at

supplying improved ceramic samples for thermal and :.agnetic measurements.

3.B Spinel-Columbite Ceramics (CeramPhysics Samples)

3.8.1 X-Ray Diffraction Studies

X-ray diffraction and SEM studies were performed on previously

synthesized spinel-columbite ceramics (both calcined powders and sintered

disks) with spinel/columbite ratios varying from 1/1 to 11/1. X-ray diffraction

results are presented in Table 3.1; the phases found for each of the samples

are listed in order of decreasing relative amount. The results for the

CdCr 204/CdNb2O6 samples (Table 3.1a) confirmed the multi-phase nature of these

ceramics. With low ratios (<5/1) of spinel to columbite, the major phase in

the ceramic was pyrochlore Cd2Nb207, with lesser amounts of spinel CdCr204,

columbite CdNb 206 , and Nb205. As the spinel/columbite ratio increased, the

amount of pyrochlore decreased, and the amounts of spinel and columbite

-14-



increased. Spinel CdCr 204 was the dominant phase with spinel/columbite ratios

of 5/1 and greater. With high spinel/columbite ratios (9/I), the pyrochlore

- phase was not observed.

X-ray diffraction patterns of the ZnCr 204 /ZnNb2O6 samples (Table

3.1b) were much simpler. Spinel ZnCr 204 was the dominant phase for all of

the ceramics (ratios of 3/1 to 9/1). Columbite ZnNb206 phase was the only

other phase in these samples (except for a trace of excess Nb205 detected in

the 5/1 sample. The amount of columbite decreased as the spinel/columbite

ratio was increased, as expected.

Additional ceramic samples were studied by x-ray diffraction, and

gave interesting results. The compositions were Cd5Zn7Cr20 Nb4O52 and

Cd7Zn5Cr20Nb4O52 ; the intent here was to form a 50/50 solid solution of CdCr204

and ZnCr 204 spinels, witha 10 percent mineralizer of the ZnNb 206 and CdNb 206

columbites, respectively. As shown by the data in Table 3.1c, the spinel solid

solution was not formed. For each composition, the same three phases were

formed: spinel ZnCr 204 , columbite CdNb206 , and CrNbO 4 . This suggests that

the ceramic solid solution of these two spinels will be difficult (if not

impossible) to fabricate.

3.B.2 Nicrostructure

X-ray diffraction of the CeramPhysics samples revealed that most of

the ceramics consisted primarily of two phases, the respective Cd or Zn spinels

and columbites. SEM backscattered and x-ray fluorescence analyses of the

sintered ceramic sample of the 5/1 CdCr 204/CdNb 2O6 composition are presented

in Figure 3.1. The SEM (backscatter mode) micrograph (Figure 3.1a) reveals

the coexistence of two phases, with the major phase being light in contrast

and a minor phase evident as round, greyish spots, which appear to be
precipitates. X-ray fluorescence analyses (Figures 3.1b, c, and d) indicate
that the major phase is rich in Cd and Cr, and is probably the CdCr04 spinel

phase. The grey areas are rich in Nb and deficient in Cr, suggesting that

this phase is CdNb 206.
The microstructure of the ZnCr 204 /ZnNb2O6 samples were studied by

both optical and scanning electron microscopy. Optical microstructures of

polished faces of three sintered ceramic disks with spinel/columbite ratios

of 3/1, 5/1, and 7/1 are presented in Figure 3.2. Two types of microstructures
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are clearly indicated, with a core-like structure at the center of the disks.
It is important to note that the core size increases with decreasing

spinel/columbite ratio. Higher magnifications of the 7/1 sample were studied

by SEM, and are shown in Figure 3.3. The SEM (backscatter mode) micrograph

(Figure 3.3a) revealed that both the outer ring and inner core are composed

of two phases, evident as grey (low contrast) and light (bright contrast)
areas. The outer ring Is composed primarily of the grey areas with isolated

regions rich in the light phase. The inner core is also composed of a mixture
of the of two phases, but with a finer distribution than the outer ring. X-

ray fluorescence revealed that the samples are uniform In Zn (Figure 3.3b),

the light areas are rich in Nb and deficient in Cr (Figure 3.3c), and the

grey areas are rich in Cr and deficient in Nb (Figure 3.3d). These results

,. suggest that the inner core is composed of a fine mixture of the ZnCr 204 spinel

. and ZnNb 206 columbite phases, whereas the outer ring is rich in spinel with

*' isolated columbite-rich regions.

3.B.3 Initial Conclusions

The XRD and SEM characterization studies on the CeramPhysics

spinel/columbite ceramic samples revealed contrasting phase constitutions and

microstructures between the Cd and Zn spinel/columbite compositions. Hoewever,

the results these studies did not offer any conclusive evidence as to how the

columbite affects the sintering behavior of the spinel ceramics, or why It is

necessary to enhance densificaton. Further studies were thus warranted.

3.C Ceramic Studies (Penn State)

3.C.1 Pure CdCr204 and ZnCr2O4 Spinels

In order to understand how the additions of the columbites (CdNb206

and ZnNb 206) were necessary to densify the respective CdCr204 and ZnCr204

spinel ceramics, the single phase spinel ceramic powders were fabricated and

sintering studies were performed. Reagent grade oxides (CdO, ZnO, and Cr203)

were batched to the stoichiometric spinel compositions, vibratory milled in

nalgene Jars with alcohol and zirconia grinding media, and dried. Samples of

the two spinel compositions were calcined at various temperatures, and x-ray

diffraction was used to monitor the formation of the spinel phase. It was
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found that the CdCr204 spinel was formed by calcination at 950 0C for four

hours, while the formation of the ZnCr204 spinel required a calcination

temperature of 10500C.

Disks were prepared from the two spinel powders, and a sintering

study was performed. The disks were placed on zirconia setters and sintered

at various temperatures for one hour. The results of this sintering study

are presented in Table 3.2. It was found that neither of the two spinels

could be densified to near their theoretical densities of 5.79 and 5.30 g/cc,

for CdCr204 and ZnCr204 , respectively. The maximum densities achieved for the

the spinel samples were 4.4 g/cc (76 percent of theoretical) for the CdCr 204

spinel ceramic sintered at 12900 C, and 3.8 g/cc (72 percent of theoretical),

for the ZnCr 204 spinel ceramic sintered at 16500 C. It was interesting to note

that below 13500 C, the fired disks experienced a weight gain of between 1 and

2 percent. The origin of this weight gain is yet unknown, as the fired disks

remained single phase spinel by XRD. For sintering temperatures above 13500 C,

weight loss due to volatilization of CdO or ZnO was observed; the weight loss

was very pronounced in the CdCr 204 spinel sample sintered at 13500C and was

accompanied by a substantial decrease in density. Such weight loss is typically

expected, as both ZnO and especially CdO are volatile at these high

temperatures.

The inability to densify the two spinel ceramics can be attributed

to the volatilization of CdO and ZnO at the high sintering temperatures that

are required for these spinel ceramics. If the volatilization of CdO or ZnO

could be prevented, then densification of the ceramics would occur. In order

- to prevent weight loss, the spinel disks were sintered in a CdO- or ZnO-rich

* atmosphere, by burying the disks in a sintered powder (or sand) of their own

composition. For the ZnCr204 samples, this technique was effective in

preventing ZnO loss, and dense ceramics (90 percent of theoretical) were

* achieved, although extremely high sinterinc temperatures (1600 0C) were required.

The SEM microstructure of a 90 percent dense ZnCr 204 sample, sintered at 1600
0 C

for four hours, is shown in Figure 3.4, and compared with the SEM microstructure

of the analagous Zn splnel/columbite (9/1) sample sintered at 13500C. The

. grain structure size of the 16000C sintered ZnCr204 sample was non-uniform

*. but with a large grain size (4 to 12 microns); conversely, the Zn

spinel/columbite (9/1) sample had a much more uniform microstructure and smaller

grain size (about 1-2 microns).

-17-
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Sintering the CdCr204 spinel disks using the "sand" method to control

CdO loss was effective, but no appreciable difference density was achieved.

However, with a sintering temperature of 13500 C, the weight oss was reduced

from 13 to less 1 percent. The "sand" technique was ineffective for preventing

CdO loss with sintering temperatures above 1350 0C, and resulted in lower

densities. Thus, dense samples (90 percent of theoretical) of CdCr 204 could

not be prepared. The SEM microstructure of the CdCr 204 sample sintered at

1300 0C for 0.5 hours in a CdO-rich atmosphere is compared with that of the

analagous Cd spinel/columbite (9/I) sample, in Figure 3.5. The CdCr 204 sample

had a uniform microstructure with a grain size of about 2 microns, and a

significant amount of porosity. The Cd spinel/columbite (9/1) sample had a

non-uniform microstructure with grain sizes ranging from 4 to 8 microns, but

with less porosity.

3.C.2 Modified Spinel Compositions

Stoichiometry and/or other compositional variations ofte, are

Important factors in determining whether a particular ceramic powder will

densify. A study was undertaken to determine whether compositional

modifications would affect the sintering behavior of the spinel ceramics. It

was hoped that the results of this study would improve the understanding of

how the columbite additions enhance the sintering in these spinels.

Various compositional modifications were made to the pre-calcined

spinel powders. After additions such as CdO, ZnO, or Nb205 were mixed with

the appropriate spinel (by vibratory milling followed by drying), disks were

prepared and sintering studies were carried out. Sintering results (weight

loss and density) and x-ray diffraction data are presented in Table 3.3.

Note that when both CdO and Nb205, or ZnO and Nb205 , were added simultaneously, S

the amounts corresponded to an addition of 10 mole percent columbite. As

shown by the data in Table 3.3, excess additions of ZnO to ZnCr 204 , or CdO to

CdCr 204 , did not enhance densificatlon. However, enhanced densification was

achieved In all cases of excess Nb205, regardless of whether ZnO or CdO was

also added. For the case of ZnCr 204, a 1 weight percent addition of Nb205 was

sufficient to improve the densification of the spinel ceramics, whereas a 10

mole percent addition of columbite corresponds to more than 13 weight percent.

The best density were achieved with a 5 weight percent Nb205 addition (4.95
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g/cc (93% of theoretical). For the case of CdCr204 , a 5 weight percent Nb205

addition resulted in a sintered spinel ceramic with a density of 5.0 g/cc.

It was found that if CdO loss was prevented, by using a closed crucible and a

CdO-rich atmosphere source powder (CdCr204 sand), further densification to

5.3 g/cc (91% theoretical) could be achieved.

X-ray diffraction data of the sintered samples of the ZnCr 204 spinel
with the various ZnO and/or Nb205 additions indicated that the major phase

was spinel, and a trace amount of columbite ZnNb206 was detected. For the case

of CdCr 204 spinel with additions of CdO and/or Nb205 , the spinel was again

the major phase, but minor amounts of several other phases were detected:

columbite CdNb206 , pyrochlore Cd2Nb2O7 , CrNb0 4 , Cr203 , and Nb205 . The

microstructures of sintered disks of the Cd and Zn spinels with 7 percent

additions of Nb205 , are presented in Figure 6. The microstructure of the

CdCr204 spinel sample indicated a larger grain size than the ZnCr 204 sample,

though bith samples displayed non-uniform grain structures, with grain sizes

ranging from 1 to 5 microns.

It is likely that the mechanism responsible for enhanced densification

of the spinel ceramics caused by excess Nb205 is identical to that of the

columbite additions. Although there are no existing phase diagram data for

the CdCr204 and ZnCr204 systems, a possible explanation for the enhanced

sintering can be inferred from existing phase diagrams of the CdO-Nb2O5 and

ZnO-Nb 2O5 systems. These phase diagrams are shown in Figure 3.7. Liquid

phases are present in the CdO-Nb2O5 system at temperatures as low as 13500 C,

and in the ZnO-Nb 2O5 system at temperatures below 1300 0C. It is possible

that the presence of chromium further reduces these liquidus temperatures.

The presence of a liquid phase at temperatures in range where a liquid phase
is present would suggest that the Nb205 enhances the sintering of the spinel

ceramics through a liquid-phase sintering mechanism. It is unfortunate that
-' no phase diagram data exist for either of the spinel-Nb2O5 systems. To verify

the existence of a liquid-phase sintering mechanism, differential thermal
analysis (DTA) was carried out on a sample of CdCr 204-9%Nb205 powder. The

DTA pattern is presented in Figure 3.8. An endothermic peak was observed at

a temperature of 12970C, confirming the presence of a liquid phase at this

temperature. This endothermic peak was not observed in pure CdCr 204 powder.

This result strongly suggests that liquid-phase sintering is the mechanism

whereby the Nb205 (or columbite) enhances the sintering of the spinel ceramics.
.4
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3.0 Summary of Results of Ceramic Studies

The results of the ceramic studies performed in this investigation

are summarized below:

1) X-ray diffraction and microstructural analyses of the original
CeramPhysics ceramics with various spinel/columbite ratios were performed.
Different microstructures were observed between the Cd and Zn analogues of
the spinel/columbite ceramics.

2) Pure CdCr O4 could not be densified (in air) to greater than 80% of
theoretical, 5ecause of excessive CdO loss. The densification did not
improve significantly when CdO loss was limited by sintering in a CdO-rich
atmosphere. It was also impossible to densify pure ZnCr 2O4 by sintering
in air, due to ZnO volatilization. However 90 percent dense ZnCr 04 ceramics
with large grain size (about 10 microns) could be prepared by siniering at
1600 0C in a ZnO-rich atmosphere.

3) Densification of the ZnCr 04 ceramics could be improved by a one weight
percent, instead of the 13 weTght percent columbite (ZnNb206) addition
that has previously been used. Similarly, CdCr604 ceramics could be
densified by a 5 weight percent addition of Nb2 5.

4) The improved sintering behavior caused by the columbite or Nb205
additions was the result of a liquid phase, which appears to be present.
This conclusion is supported by incomplete phase diagram data which suggest
the presence of low-temperature eutectics in the CdO-Nb 2O5 and ZnO-Nb205
systems.

%J
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Table 3.la

X-ray Diffraction Analysis of Spinel:Columbite Composition.
(CdCr204):CdNb 2O6 ) - CeramPhysics

Composition Phases Present

CCN (1/1) Cd2Nb2O7 (Pyrochlore), Spinel,
(#592) Columbite, Nb205

CCN (3/1) Pyrochlore. Spinel. Nb205
(cal. powder
1050OC-2hr)

CCN (5/1) Spinel, Pyrochlore, Columbite,
(#571) Cr203

CCN (7/1) Spinel, Pyrochlore, Columbite
(#563)

CCN (9/1) Spinel, Columbite, Pyrochlore
(#312+6.75% Fe)

CCN (911) Spinel, Columbite, Cr203
(#352)

CCN (11/1) Spinel, Cr203 , CdO, Columbite
(CPI-13 powder) (Note: incompletely reacted)

Note: All samples were sintered disks unless
otherwise stated.
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Table 3.lb

X-ray Diffraction Analysis of Spinel:Columbite Compositions.

(ZnCr2O4 :ZnNb2O 6 ) - CeramPhysics

Composition Phases Present

ZCN (3/1) Spinel, Columbite

(#251)

ZCN (5/1) Spinel, Columbite + Trace Nb2 05
(#302)

ZCN (7/1) Spinel, Columbite
(#301)

ZCN (9/1) Spinel, Columbite

(#559)

ZCN (9/1) Spinel, Columbite

(#557)

-22-
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Table 3. lc

X-ray Diffraction Analysis of Solid Solution Spine1: Columb ites.

Composition Phases Present

Cd5Z~~ 2 N 4 5  ZnCr2O4 Spinel, CdNb2O6 Columbite,
CrNbO4

Cd 7Zn5Cr20Nb4O52  ZrCr2O4 Spine', CdNb2O6 Columbite,
CrNbO4

-23-



Sintering Study of ZnCr2 04 and CdCr2 04 Disks.

Composition Sintering Condition Wt Change % Density g/cc

ZnCr204  12906C/1 hr +1-2% 3
13400C/1 hr +1-2% 3
1420OC/1 hr -0.6% 3.4

15500C/1 hr -2% 3.7
1650°C/1 hr -3% 3.8

CdCr204  1290°C/1 hr +1% 4.4

13506C/l hr -13% 3.0

D -24-
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Figure 3.1a. SUI] backscattered micrograph of CdCr2,O4-C 2 6 (/
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Figure 3.1c. ::-ray fluorescencc of Cr in CdCr,,3OC~.O,(/)

Figure 3.lr, .ax, f"ourescmce of ;! in C -C3 (/1
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*Figure 3.2a. Optical macrostructure of ZnCr ,S -Zn;15 2O0 6disk's (3/1), (5/1),
(7/1) left1 to riZ~it, respectivN1.

Figure 3.2b. 0otica1 necrostructlurz of ZnCr-IO-n;O
A-at ra~nificaticn (x8). 2 6(7)
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IV. SPECIFIC HEAT, MAGNETOCALORIC, AND DIELECTRIC CONSTANT

MEASUREMENTS AT LOW TEMPERATURES

This Section is devoted to experimental research on the

specific heat, magnetocaloric, and dielectric constant properties

of CdCr 2 0 4 - and ZnCr 2 0 4 - containing ceramics at low

temperatures and in intense magnetic fields. All measurements

here were made on dense or semi-dense ceramic pellets, and the

nomenclature used below is as follows:

CCN(9/l) = Mixture of 10 mole% CdNb2 06 , 90 mole% CdCr2 04 ,

fully dense, fine grain size

ZCN(9/l) = Zinc analog of CCN(9/l)

CdCr 0 = Pure CdCr 2 04 , 74% dense, fine grain size

ZnCr2 04  = Pure ZnCr 2 04 , 72% dense, fine grain size

This Section is organized along the following lines: First,

the dielectric-constant data will be presented, followed by the

specific heat data. Next, the specific heat data will be

analyzed. Thirdly, the magnetocaloric data will be presented,

and lastly these data will be analyzed.

A. Dielectric Constant Measurements

Dielectric measurements of CCN(9/l) and ZCN(9/l) disks have

been made at low temperatures. Each sample had sputtered gold

electrodes and was a disk approximately one centimeter in

diameter and one millimeter thick. The measurements were made in

a dielectric probe where the lead capacitance was on the order of

a tenth of a picofarad (about 1% of the measured values).

Dielectric constant versus temperature data for each sample

are shown in Fig. 4-1. In each case the dielectric constant

peaks above the temperature at which the specific peaks occur [8 e
K and 10.7 K for CCN(9/l) and ZCN(9/I), respectively]. The

specific-heat-peak temperatures are shown as the vertical arrows. S.

From Fig. 4-1, it appears that the slope of the dielectric

constant increases at the specific-heat-peak temperatures. To
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test this observation, the average slope (AE/aT) was calculated

between each pair of data points and is plotted in Fig. 4-2(a)

where the temperature of each point is the average temperature in

that interval. Figure 4-2(a) clearly shows the dramatic in-

creases in the slopes very near the specific-heat-peak tempera-

tures.

Figure 4-2(b) shows the variation in the dielectric constant

as a function of frequency at constant temperature near the peaks

of each material (8.01 K and 10.55 K, respectively). Both sets

of data are normalized to the dielectric constant at 200 Hz.

Although both changes are small, the ZCN(9/l) changes are much

larger than the CCN(9/l) changes.

Following the discovery of sharp maxima in Ae/AT at the

temperature of the specific heat maximum for both CCN(9/l) and

ZCN(9/l), Fig. 4-2(a), a decision was made to pursue these

measurements on the pure materials and in intense magnetic

fields.

Figure 4-3 shows the original dielectric data for CCN(9/l)

and the new dielectric data for pure CdCr 2 0 4 in zero field. The

latter sample was a disk that was only 54% of theoretical densi-

ty, and the data have been corrected for this low density

following a formula given by Niesel (1952). The pure material

has a smaller dielectric constant than the CCN(9/l) and does not

have the rapid rise associated with the spinel/columbite mixture.

At first glance, it appears there might be a small structure in

the pure CdCr204 data at 8 K, but upon repetition of the

measurements across this region (not shown) it became clear that

this apparent structure is near the noise level and is probably

not present. Except for the broad maximum, the dielectric

constant of the pure material is distinctly different from that

of CCN(9/l).

Figure 4-4 shows similar data for ZCN(9/l) and pure ZnCr 2 04

where again the pure material data have been density-corrected

(70% of theoretical). Here the pure material does show slight

structure; i.e., a small, comparatively broad rise in the

dielectric constant between 6 and 8 K. There is no broad peak

'b-38- II
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Figure 4-3. Comparison of dielctric data measured on CCN(9/l) and CdCr 0

The absence of structure in the data for the latter material
correlates with a similar lack of structure in the specific
heat data (see Fig. 4-9).
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Figure 4-4. Comparison of dielectric data measured on ZCN(9/1) and ZnCr 0 4
The structure in the latter data is small, but this material
exhibits a substaiutial maximum in the specific heat (see Fig.
14- 10) .



above this rise as in ZCN(9/1). The anomalous rise in the

dielectric constant coincides with the peak in the specific heat

for the spinel + columbite samples. There is no correlation in

either of the pure materials between the specific heat data and

dielectric constant data (see Figs. 4-9 and -10 below).

The three materials which show dielectric structure [i.e.,

CCN(9/l), ZCN(9/l) and ZnCr 20 4 ] were measured at the National

Magnet Laboratory at MIT. In each case, the following procedure

was followed. At zero field, the dielectric constant was

measured as a function of temperature through the range of the

dielectric structure. Then at a constant temperature slightly

below the maximum in 3c/aT the dielectric constant was measured

as a function of H-field. Holding the field constant at 15 T,

another temperature sweep was made over the same temperature

range as above.

At zero field, the temperatures were held constant using a

capacitance-temperature controller sensing a field-independent

capacitance thermometer (Lawless, 1971) in the probe. This

thermometer was calibrated in zero field against a germanium

thermometer during the first sweep. Then at H # 0, the con-

troller could be set to the same known temperature points.

In the following data, it will be noted that the absolute

dielectric constants are slightly higher in each case compared to

the original data of Figs. 4-3 and 4-4. This is due to a slight-

ly larger lead capacitance in the MIT probe (- 0.1 - 0.2 pF). No

correction was made for this effect. In each case, the samples

were identically the same, and the dielectric constants of the

pure spinels were corrected as above for density.

Figures 4-5, 4-6, and 4-7 show the results of these measure-

ments where in each figure the main graph shows the results of

the two temperature sweeps at 0 T and 15 T and the inset shows

the field dependence of the change in dielectric constant at

constant temperature. For both the pure ZnCr 2 04 and the

CCN(9/l), the dielectric constant is consistently higher across
the full temperature range, while the dielectric constant of

ZCN(9/1) at IS T compared to 0 T is first above at low
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Figure 4-5. Magnetic field dependence of the dielectric constant of CCN(9/1)

in the neighborhood of the specific heat maximum at 8 K.
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temperatures, then below at high temperatures. The inset graphs

indicate that Ac in CCN(9/l) is proportional to H2 whil- AE in

both of the Zn samples is proportional to H with the slope
-3approximately the same in both cases [l.09x10 (l/T) for

ZCN(9/l) and 1.26x10 (l/T) for pure ZnCr 2 04 ].

The derivatives AE/AT for the temperature sweeps in a mag-

netic field are plotted in Fig. 4-8 as a function of temperature

for both of the spinel/columbite samples. The peak in tc,/AT in

ZCN(9/l) has not shifted in field while the peak far CCN(9,/I) has

shifted by approximately 0.5 K. From previous woiWt, it has *-en

found that the temperatures of the specific heat peaks of

CCN(9/l) and ZCN(9/l) do not shift in field.

It is an open question what role the columbite phase plays

in each case; it is possible that denser samples of the pure

spinels would more closely mimic the spinel/columbite behavior.

This possibility is suggested by Figs. 4-3 and 4-4 where the more

dense (70%) ZnCr 0 showed structure closer to the 9/1 samples
2 4

than the less dense (54%) CdCr2 04

One possibility to consider is a magnetic phase transition

occuring in the spinel component accompanied by a volume change

which in turn applies a pressure to the columbite phase changing
the dielectric constant of the columbite phase by electrostric-

tion. The dielectric changes are then only indirectly probing

the phase transition in the spinel. To analyze this situation,

consider the free energy of the columbite phase as a function of

polarization P and hydrostatic pressure, p, in the Ginzburg-

Landau-Devonshire formalism,

1 2 1 41 2

A(P,p) oP + p + + 1(Q 1 + 2Q )P +

where Q and Q are electrostrictive coefficients. For P 0,

Xp 4r/Ep a 2 A/P X + (Q + 2 +
=P 0 11 + 2Q)p +

Therefore,

-S - - * . . . .. , . ..o • . *. . -- . . . .
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41/E = 4Tr/c + qp (4-1)*p o

where q = Q + 2Q 12 and the subscripts on C refer to pressure.

Here, p in Eq.(4-1) is the pressure exerted on the columbite

phase by the spinel phase.

Now consider three general types of phase transitions in the

spinel phase and use Eq.(4-1) to predict the behavior of £(T).

In a first-order transition the pressure will be a step function

with a cut-off at the transition temperature T . From Eq.(4-1),

E will also change in a step pattern. Although there is a sudden

rise in the dielectric constant of both (9/1) mixtures, this

model does not explain either the maxima in e in the (9/1) sam-

ples nor the rise in E in the pure ZnCr 0 sample.
2 4

Next consider a second-order transition with

p (TN -T)

Using Eq.(4-1),
2 1/2

3 p /3T c p/(TN - T)

Here aW/aT stays finite at TN because of the [,,esence of higher

order terms in the free energy expansion. Again, this case does

not correspond to the experimental results.

The third case is a distributed phase transition with

mechanical relaxation where approximately

2
p exp[-a(T N - T) ]

Then, using Eq.(4-1):

2(TN - T) exp[-a(T - T) ].

In this case an extremum occurs in e at T = TN, and a change

in ig is predicted for Ae/AT at T = TN.

None of these cases fits the experimental observations, and
we are left with the conclusion that the columbite phases in

CCN(9/l) and ZCN(9/1) probably do not play a role in these

-.45 -
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" dielectric anomalies. Consequently, these dielectric anomalies

are associated with a coupling between the optic modes and spin

systems within the spinel phase.

* B. Specific Heat Measurements

As mentioned in Section III above, compacted disks of the

pure spinel powders were successfully formed at 1290'C for 1 hr

in the case of CdCr 2041 1650'C for 1 hr for ZnCr 20 4* Weight

changes were negligible (- +1 and -3%, respectively).

Specific heat samples were prepjLed as follows: Two disks

of CdCr 204 were first groovtd across the diameter, and these

grooved faces were then bonded together to form the basic sample.

Similarly for ZnCr204' The grooved faces thus formed a slot for

the insertion of a carbon-chip thermometer. A generous amount of

copper foil was used in the sample assembly (e.g., between bonded

faces, on the disk periphery, etc.) to provide good thermal

diffusion, as later proved to be the case in the actual

experiments. Nonetheless, the specific heats of the disks were

large enough that the addenda contributions were very small

(< 5%) despite the copper-foil additions.

The densities of the starting disks were as follows:

CdCr 204: 4.359±0.009 (74.4±0.1% of theoretical)

ZnCr 0 : 3.865±0.021 (72.0±0.4% of theoretical),
2 4*

using the NBS XRD densities (S.862 and 5.367, respectively). It

' is worth noting that the density of a free powder is - 65-68%

(sphere close-packing), so the densification of these disks is

only marginally larger than that of the free powders. It should

also be pointed out that these disks proved surprisingly hard to

cut, despite the marginal densification.

Specific heat data were measured 2-34 K by the dynamic pulse

technique in the adiabatic calorimeter, and the two samples were

measured simultineously.

Specific heat data, C vs. T, for the CdCr 204 disk are shown

in Fig. 4-9 compared to the specitic heat ot CCN(9/1). In the
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spinel disk, a small, broad maximum in C occurs at 5.8 K, in good

agreement with the x-data in Fig. 5-x below. However, this

maximum is smaller and much broader than the C-maximum in

CCN(9/1) at 8.0 K in Fig. 2-1.

The corresponding specific heat data for the ZnCr 204 spinel

and ZCN(9/l) are shown in Fig. 4-10. Here a different picture

emerges, as the spinel disk has a distinct peak in C at 9.7 K,

* compared to the C-peak in ZCN(9/I) at 10.5 K. The temperature of

2the C-maximum for the ZnCr 4 spinel is in good agreement with

the x-data in Fig. 5-y below.
3

The behavior of C/T often provides useful insights, and in

Figs. 4-11 and 4-12 are shown C/T 3-data for the CdCr 20 4 and

ZnCr 0 materials, respectively. In both of these plots are2 4
shown data for the disks measured here plus separated data for

the spinel phases in CCN(9/1) and ZCN(9/l) from Fig. 2-1. In all

cases in Figs. 4-11 and 4-12, there is a rapid rise in C/T 3 with

decreasing temperature at the lowest temperatures, and this has

previously been attributed to a Schottky term due to free spins.

Using this interpretation, one would say from Fig. 4-11 that the

density of free spins in the CdCr204 compacted disk is 6-7

times larger than for the spinel phase in CCN(9/l). However,

this picture does not agree with the X-data in Fig. 5-x below.

From Fig. 4-12 for the ZnCr 20 4 materials, one would speculate

that the density of free spins in the ZnCr 20 4 compacted disk is

- 2 times larger than for the spinel phase in ZCN(9/1), and this

interpretation is not necessarily out of line with the x-data in

Fig. 5-y below.

It is interesting to observe how large the specific heat of

the CdCr 20 4 disk really is at the lowest temperatures. We

previously determined a reliable Debye temperature for spinel

CdCr 04 , 
8 D = 420 K, and this means that the Debye limit is

(C/T ) = 6.55 erg g 1 K- 4 . From Fig. 4-11 for the CdCr204 disk
at the lowest temperatures, C/T 3 = 3x10 -- i.e., the Debye

contribution is only - 0.2%.

It is difficult to reconcile the C-data reported here and

the x-data. First, given the very slight densification of these

-31-
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spinel disks, it is reasonable to consider these disks and the

respective powders as being essentially identical (e.g., same

surface area). Going further, the grain sizes in the powder and

disk are most likely also identical, for the same reason.

Electron microscope studies are needed here. The broad C-peaks

in Figs. 4-9 and 4-10 may be due to short correlation lengths in

the disks, since it is believed that the spinel grains in

CCN(9/I) and ZCN(9/l) are quite large (-- lOm) and have long

correlation lengths, leading to sharp C-peaks.

However, the x-data in Section V below consistently show

that the density of free spins increases as the surface area

decreases (e.g., powders have few free spins). On the other
hand, the very large value of C/T 3 for the CdCr204 disk at the

lowest temperatures in Fig. 4-11 suggests a very large density of

free spins.

Magnetic Field Dependence. The magnetic field dependence of

the specific heats of the CdCr 204 and ZnCr204 disks were measured

in a field of 10 T at the National Magnet Laboratory. A so-

called drift technique developed by CeramPhysics was used in

these measurements (Lawless et al., 1982).

Magnetic-field-dependent specific heat data in the neighbor-

hood of TN for the CdCr 204 and ZnCr 204 disks are shown in Figs.
4-13 and 4-14, respectively, at H = 10 T and H = 0. In the

paramagnetic regions, the 10 T field decreases the specific heat

of CdCr 204 by - 35%, Fig. 4-13, and this is thermodynamically

consistent with the magnetocaloric phase diagram shown in Fig.

4-24 below. That is, based on simple entropy arguments, magneti-

zation heating requires that a magnetic field suppresses the

specific heat.

However, a magnetic field increases the specific heat of

ZnCr 204, Fig. 4-14, and this is thermodynamically inconsistent

with the magnetocaloric data in Fig. 4-30 below.

Our interpretation here is that the carbon-chip thermometer

on the ZnCr 204 sample probably shifted in calibration in the 10 T

field, leading to the inconsistent results in Fig. 4-14. Along

. ... ." ' J'"- ... . . . . .. ... -.. .. .- .. " * -.-. --. . .. . .... -
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this line, this thermometer was observed to shift in calibration

during the magnetocaloric measurements (see i-elow). Further

support for this interpretation comes from the fact that a field

suppresses TN for an antiferromagnetic transition, as in Fig.

.4-13, whereas the opposite is seen in Fig. 4-14.

This interpretation would seem to cast some doubt on the

ZnCr 2 04 magnetocaloric measurements below; however, there are

major differences in the two experiments. First, calibration

points were taken at practically all magnetocaloric set points,

and there was internal consistency amonst the sets of magneto-

caloric data. And second, magnetocaloric measurements involved

AT's.

Data Analyses. We now consider phenomenological analyses of

the specific heat data for the pure spinels shown in Figs. 4-9

through 4-12 for comparison with similar analyses of the data for

the spinel phases in CCN(9/1) and ZCN(9/l) (Eckels et al., 1985).

To review, the spacing of quantized energy levels gives rise to a

so-called Schottky specific-heat term. For a two-level system

where 6 is the energy separation, for example, the high-tempera-

ture (T >> 6) form of the Schottky term is

g)-2 2(42

Csch = nRg 0 gl(g 0 + gl )  (6/T) (4-2)

where go and g, are the degeneracies of the two levels, and n is

the number of level systems per formula weight. The form of
-2

Eq.(4-2), Csc h a T , is correct for the general Schottky term,

and in the Debye limit for the lattice contribution (i.e., C,
3

T 3 ) a plot of

CT 2  mT 5 + b (4-3)

is a straight line where m is related to the Debye temperature

(CD) and b ; 0 is the coefficient of the Schottky term.

A subtlety enters the m-coefficient in Eq.(4-2), as follows:

If an antiferromagnetic transition occurs, then at temperatures



below TN a T 3 spin-wave contribution to the specific heat is

present, and in Eq.(4-3) m = mD + m s, where mD is related to the

Debye temperature and msw is the coefficient of the spin-wave

term. For a feuromagnetic transition, the spin-wave contribution
i T3/2

varies as T

Thus, these Schottky analyses of specific heat data yield a

great deal of information: (1) The b-coefficient in Eq.(4-3)
2

yields data for n6 from Eq.(4-2), given certain assumptions

regarding go and gl; and (2) The m-coefficient in Eq.(4-3) yields

information on both the Debye temperature and the presence of

antiferromagnetic spin waves.

33
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Figure 4-15. Schottky analyses at (a) low and (b) high tempera-

tures for the spinel phases in the spinel + columbite densified
ceramics CCN(9/I) and ZCN(9/I).

Examples of these types of Schottky analyses have previously

been performed for the CdCr 2 04 and ZnCr 2 04 spinel phases in the

densified ceramics CCN(9/l) and ZCN(9/l), respectively, and these

analyses are reproduced in Fig. 4-15 (Eckels et al.,1985).

Analyses at T > TN, Fig. 4-15(b), are not complicated by spin-

wave terms, whereas at T < TN, Fig. 4-15(b), this complication

may enter. Excellent fits to Eq.(4-3) are obtained in Fig. 4-15

with b / 0 (note that the deviations at the lower temperatures

are due to the T )> 6 approximation), and we note in particular

_d}
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that the excellent T < TN fits in Fig. 4 -15(a) ave st-onq uvi-

* dence for antiferuomagnetic transitions. We shall return below

to the details of these fits.

Returning to Figs. 4-11 and 4-12, we note that the behavior

of C/T3 is basically the same at T > TN for the spinels whether

in the compacted disks or as the spinel phases in the densified

spinel + columbite ceramics. Likewise, at T < TN there is a

marked rise in C/T with decreasing temperature in all cases.

Therefore, by analogy with the data in Fig. 4-15, Schottky

analyses at T < TN and T > TN were carried out for the specific

heat data measured on the compacted disks of CdCr 204 and ZnCr 204

and these data are shown in Figs. 4-16 and 4-17, respectively.

Once again, excellent plots according to Eq.(4-3) are obtained.

The results of least-squares fittings of the data for all

materials are summarized in Table 4-1. In all these analyses,

the assumption g0 = g, in Eq.(4-2) has been made.

Table 4-1

Schottky Analyses, Eq.(4-3)*

CdCr 0 ZnCr 0
24-4 2-4

Quantity In CCN(9/l) Disk In ZCN(9/I) Disk

m (High-T) 6.546 6.546 5.875 6.765

m (Low-T) 470.6 2764 136.1 2182

eD (High-T 420 420 463 442

6 (Low-T) 101 56 162 139D2
n6  (High-T) 1679 2168 1264 1377

2
n6  (Low-T) 0.109 0.761 0.135 0.637

3 -3 -3 -4 -3
(k/2Js) 1.57x10 9.30xi0 3.66x10 6.11x10

* Units are consistent with the specific heat in units of

-1 -1
etg g K ; note also that go = g1 in Eq.(4-2).

Also included in Table 4-1 are data for the spin-wave specific

heat term,

C = n R C (k/2Js)3T 3  (4-4)
sw : a
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*p . computed from the <Jiifeenc s in the m-cteticivnts
31

. m = MD  + m M D  + n R C ',/2 s) ], where n i s t.'e Jensity ot
*D sw D -1

spin waves.

A rather stagger'in amount of exper irnental data analyses ar,.

summarized in Table 4-1, an! these results fall into s-veral

separate categories, as fo 1lows:

Debye TemperatuLes. The agreement between the aD s for the

* spinels from the high-temperature analyses are very good (exact

in the case of CdC 2 04 ) . F)r comparison, the Lindemann equation

relates 0 D to other pr'operties.

- B(T m/MV 2 / 3 ) 1 / 2  (4-5)

where T is the melting point, M is the molecular weight, V ism

the molecular volume, and B is constant (= 115). Adopting 1800*C

melting points for both spinels, we find from Eq.(4-5) that

8D (CdCr2 04 ) = 414 K
0 D (ZnCr 2 4 ) = 469 K

in remarkably good agreement with the data in Table 4-1 [Note in

this regard that changing Tm by ± 200*C in Eq.(4-5) changes 9 D by

only ± 5%]. We also point out that these D' s are large enough
to justify the T3 approximation for the lattice specific heats

implicit in Fig. 4-17.

The Deybe temperatures in Table 4-1 from the low-temperature

Schottky analyses are clearly too small, and this is firm

evidence for antiferromagnetic spin waves.

Schottky Terms, T > TN. The Schottky specific heat term in

the paramagnetic phase (T > TN) is due to the spins that partake

in the transition at TN, and it seems reasonable to assume that

is the same for, say, ZnCr 2 04 in both the compacted disk and as

the spinel phase in the spinel + columbite densified ceramic.

-,-i )-
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This argument can be generalized further by observing that

whatever the form of the actual Schottky term, the high-tempera-
2ture expansion will always have the functional form, C h n/T

where n is the density of contributing spins. Thus, 6 becomes a

constant of proportio)nality which is assumed the same for the two

forms of ZnCu 20 (and CdCr2 0 4). Proceeding along this line, the

ratio of the n6 values should correspond to the ratio of spin

densities in the two forms, and from Table 4-1 we find:

Table 4-2

Paramagnetic Spin Densities, T > TN

Spinel n(Disk)/n(spinel + columbite)

CdC- 204 1.29

ZnCr204 1.09

There is satisfactory agreement between the contributing

spin densities in the two forms of ZnCr 2 04 in Table 4-2 (i.e.,
± 5%), and along this line we note the similarities in the

specific heat maxima in Fig. 4-10 where the two curves appear

shifted by about 1-2 K. On the other hand, the magnetocaloric

6T phase diagram at 10 T in Fig. 4-31 below for the two forms of

ZnCr2 0 suggests that the spin density in the compacted disk is -

2 times larger than the spinel + columbite ceramic. However, the

magnetocaloric data reflect the total spin density whereas the T

> T Schottky term reflects the spins partaking in the transition
N

at T.
N'
For CdCr204, the Table 4-2 data indicate that about 30% more

spins partake in the transition in the compacted disk than in the

spinel:columbite ceramic.

Schottky Terms, T < TN. Below the transition it is

reasonable to assume that the free spins give rise to the

Schottky term. Proceeding as above, we find for the ratio of

-. free-spin densities:

%. ..... * - * " " '" *.-;'.'." " ' " 5" " ." . . . .
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Table 4-3

Free Spin Densities, T < TN

Spinel n(Disk)/n (Spinel + Columbite)

CdCr 2 04 6.98

ZnCr204 4.72

Here, we find a wide disparity in the free-spin densities

between the two forms of both CdCr204 and ZnCr204. The origin of

these disparities is simply the very large differences between

the specific heats of the compacted disks and the spinel +

columbite ceramics in Figs. 4-9 and 4-10.

Our interpretation of these T < TN Schottky terms may be

incorrect, for two c-omplementary reasons: (l) The susceptibility

data clearly show that the spinel + columbite ceramics have much

larger free spin densities compared to the powders (see Section

V); and (2) The magnetocaloric phase diagrams below support these

susceptibility data.

The question then is the origin of these T < T Schottky

terms, since in the simple model of the two-spin systems the

correlated spins contribute the T3 spin-wave term, and the

uncorrelated spins contribute the Schottky term. Possibly a

third spin system is involved as suggested by some of the

susceptibility data in Section V.

Spin-Wave Densities. As a final exercise, we consider the

densities of the spin waves, n , from Table 4-1, as given by the
3 s

ratios of n C (k/2Js) , and we recall that these densities comesa
from the m-coefficients in Eq.(4-3) and are independent of the

Schottky terms. Proceeding as above, we find

Table 4-4

Spin Wave Densities

Spinel ns(Disk)/ns(spinel + columbite)

CdCr2 04 5.92

ZnC 204- 16.7

# .','....'.... '. , . ..' -"..'.., ' ... " -' .... ,-.......,-,...-...-... ... ...... . ..". . . . . ... -. ' ," "-: .".- : :



Here also we find a wide disparity in n from the two forms
S

of these spinels. Recalling that ns is also the density of

antiferromagnetically correlated spins and that these spins give

rise to magnetization cooling (see below), the Table 4-4 data

suggest that such cooling phenomena should be much more

pronounced in the compacted disks than in the spinel + columbite

ceramics -- but this is not borne out in the magnetocaloric phase

diagrams below. Along this line, however, we do note from Table
3

4-1 that the quantity ns C (k/2Js) is larger for CdCr 20 4 thana

for ZnCr 20 4, and magnetization cooling is always seen in the

CdCr204 materials but not in the ZnCr204 materials, as we shall

see shortly.

The data and analyses reported here support the earlier

findings on the CCN(9/l) and ZCN(9/l) ceramics and lead to a

clear picture of the specific he at properties of these spinels at

temperatures well removed from TN

1. The lattice modes in CdCr 20 4 and ZnCr 20 4 are well

characterized by Debye temperatures of 420 and about 450

K, respectively, in excellent agreement with the

predictions of the Lindemann equation.

2. The excellent low-temperature Schottky fits leave little

doubt regarding the presence of antiferromagnetic spin

waves.
I

3. From the high-temperature Schottky fits, there is good

agreement for the density of contributing spins in the

two forms of CdCr 2 04 (and ZnCr 2 04 ).

Attempts have been made here to estimate the ratios of free

spin densities below TN and of antiferromagnetic spin waves

between the two forms of CdCr 204 and of ZnCr2 0 However, these

estiates depend critically on the assumptions that 6, go, gi, J,

etc. are the same in the two forms, whereas in fact the stress

conditions most probably are not the same.

C. Magnetocaloric Measurements

Measurements of magnetocaloric effects under adiabatic



conditions were performed over broad temperature ranges (2-20 K)

and magnetic tield ranges (< 15 T) on samples of CCN(9/l),

ZCN(9/l), CdCr 204, and ZnCr 204. These were the same samples used

for the specific heat measurements above.

Magnetocaloric measurements are a sensitive test of the

contributing spin systems for the simple reason that uncorrelated

spins give rise to magnetization hbating, antiferromagneticaliy

correlated spins give rise to magnetization cooling, and

ferromagnetically correlated spins give rise to hysteretic

effects.

There are several experimental details involved in these

measurements (e.g., thermal time constants, addenda corrections,

magnetoresistive effects in thermometry, etc.). These details

have been adequately discussed previously (Eckels et al., 1985)

and in Interim Reports and will not be discussed here.

In addition, a voluminous amount of magnetocaloric data were

measured here, as reported in Interim Reports, and rather than

present all these data in this Annual Report, we shall present

selected and summary data.

Data Measured on CCN(9/l) and CdCr2 04 . Considering the Cd

spinel materials first, the magnetocaloric AT data for CCN(9/l)r
measured above and below TN are shown in Figs. 4-18 and 4-19,

respectively. These are the reversible AT-components; the

hysteretic components while small (< 5%) have been separated out.

In a narrow temperature range around TN (i.e., 7.5 < T < 9),

CCN(9/l) displays magnetization cooling; at all other tempera-

tures CCN(9/l) displays magnetization heating. We note in

particular in Fig. 4-18 that a AT - H relatio is followed

(inset), and at the lowest temperature AT/T - 100%.

Data at the lowest temperatures for CdCr 20 4 are shown in

Fig. 4-20, and here, in contrast to CCN(9/I), a significant

hysteretic component is found which indicates a presence of

ferromagnetically correlated spins. In addition, the data in

Fig. 4-20 show a dependence on the ramp rate; that is, 40 s ramp

rates were employed except for the 4-s rates indicated in Fig.

- -67-
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4-20.

An unexpected discovery in CdCr 204 is shown in Fig. 4-21 --

namely, a field-induced change from magnetization heating to

magnetization cooling. The hysteretic components seen in Fig.

4-20 are negligible at the temperatures in Fig. 4-21, and these

latter data are not sensitive to the ramp rate. Note in this

regard that the CCN(9/1) data in Fig. 4-18 and 4-19 do not show

even a hint of this crossover behavior.

A crossover magnetic field for CdCr 204 can be seen in Fig.

4-21 (i.e., that field where AT r/AH changes sign), and the

dependence of this crossover field on temperature is shown in

Fig. 4-22. As seen, the minimum crossover field occurs at about

4.8 K.

Magnetocaloric data for CdCr 204 at temperatures where only

magnetization heating is seen Are shown in Fig. 4-23, and here

also there is no dependence on the ramp rate.

Finally, in Fig. 4-24 is shown a field-temperature phase

diagram for reversible magnetocaloric effects in CdCr 204, and in

Fig. 4-25 are shown combined phase diagrams for CCN(9/l) and

CdCr2 04

The phase diagrams in Fig. 4-25 are very similar and appear

offset in temperature by the difference in the TN's (indicated).

However, at temperatures well below TN the phase diagrams

diverge, indicating a much larger density of free spins in

CCN(9/I) compared to CdCr 204.

Data Measured on ZCN(9/1) and ZnCr 224. Following the same

organization of the data as for the Cd spinel materials above,

the magnetocaloric data for ZCN(9/l) abvoe and below TN are shown

in Figs. 4-26 and 4-27, respectively. We note that ZCN(9/1)

displays nonhysteretic magnetization heating at all temperatures,

and at the lowest temperature in Fig. 4-26 the magnetocaloric

effect is not as large as in CCN(9/l), Fig. 4-18.

Complementary data measured on ZnCr204 are shown in Figs.

4-28 and 4-29, respectively. As with the ZCN(9/1) data in Figs.

4-26 and 4-27, nonhysteretic magnetization heating occurs at all

-71-
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temperatures, independent of the ramp rate.

The temperature-magnetic field phase diagram for ZnCr204 is

shown in Fig. 4-30, and TN is indicated. Combined magnetocaloric

phase diagrams for ZCN(9/1) and ZnCr 204 are shown in Fig. 4-31.

The combined data in Fig. 4-31 for the Zn spinels are quite

dissimilar compared to the combined data for the Cd spinels in

Fig. 4-25. The data in Fig. 4-31 do not scale above TN based on

the difference in T N's, as the data in Fig. 4-25 do. However, as

with CCN(9/l), the ZCN(9/1) material has a much larger density of

free spins at the lowest temperatures compared to the pure

spinel.

"Accidental" Magnetocaloric Event. During the course of

magnetocaloric measurements on CCN(9/1) and ZCN(9/l), an

inadvertent collapse of the magnetic field occurred during

up-ramp, and the measured behavior of the samples during this

event may provide important clues regarding the spin systems in

these materials.

The temperature-time and magnetic field-time records for

this event are shown in Fig. 4-32.

The Fig. 4-32 data reveal two interesting features: (1) The

sum result of the event was to heat the samples far above the

reservoir temperature, CCN(9/l) in particular; (2) Following the

field collapse, an instantaneous cooling occurred followed by a

heating process with a characteristic time - 1-2 sec.

These results might be understood in terms of the the model

of two spin systems: The uncorrelated spins instantaneously

demagnetization-cool with a very rapid spin-phonon relaxation

time; and the correlated spins demagnetization-heat with a long

spin-phonon relaxation time. The explanation then is that on

field collapse the uncorrelated spins first cooled the lattice

phonons to a very low temperature, followed by the correlated

spins slowly heating the phonon field back to the reservoir

temperature or higher.

The question, of course, is what happened to the entropy in

the uncorrelated spin system since clearly when the field is

-S
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slowly ramped down the net efX2ct is demagnetization cooling back

to the reservoir temperature. The answer here may lie in the

zero-field splitting of the uncorrelated spins which ultimately

limits how low in temperature this spin system can cool and

therefore limits the recoverable (i.e., reversible) entropy.

Under slow-ramp condit ons the spin systems are presumably in

equilibrium with each other jand the phonon field so that zero-

field-splitting effects aren't seen.

In any case, this accidental event seems to lend additional

weight to the notion of two spin systems in these spinels. Also,

it's interesting to observe that the effect of the correlated

spins in ZCN(9/l) in Fig. 4-32 is weaker than in CCN(9/I), and

this reflects the behavior seen above (Figs. 4-18 and 4-26).

D. Magnetothermal Data Analyses

In the above sections, a large amount of specific heat and

magnetothermal data have been reported on materials composed of

the spinels CdCr204 and ZnCr2 0 We now take up analyses of

these data based on the TdS equation for magnetic insulators.

Additionally, we will give estimates of the deisities of free

spins in these materials. We begin wilh the TdS equation for

magnetic insulators,

0
TdS mC dT + UomT(aM/aT)HdH (4-6)

H o

where m is the sample mass and C is the specific heat at field.
H

Next, guided by the linear M - H characteristic in Fiq. 2-4, we

write

M = XH, (4-7)

and substituting in Eq.(4-6) for adiabatic conditions, we have

1 2
(CH/T)dT = - (d VdT)dH2

. (4-8

H 0

The specific heat ieasuremets on these mate2riai; in intense

.- ._.
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magnetic fields have not revealed a strong field dependence.

Approximately CH 
= Co , we have upon integration that

W (dX/dT) -2AS /H (4-i)

where AS is the change in the zeLo-field entropy on adiabatical-
0

ly ramping 0 + H. Thus, by this convention, if magnetization

heating occurs (AS > 0), then dx/dT < 0. p.
0

It will prove useful to review the elementary dependence of

dx/dT on X(T), and this is shown in Fig. 4-33. T can be definedN
by the maximum in dX/dT, as shown. At "he lowest temperatures,

the presence of free spins

causes x to rise rapidly (dashed /

curve), and this in turn will

cause dX/dT to plunge rapidly, as >Z .

shown.

In arriving at Eq.(4-9), the

most serious approximation is that

of a linear paramagnet, Eq.(4-7),

and it is instructive to consider -.0 ,

the corrections to this approxima-

tion. In the most general case, /

we have the Landau-type expansion,

3 5M = xH + H + H + ... (4-10) Figure 4-33. Sketch of

the variation in dX/dT

Substituting in Lq.(4-8) and re- c.-e to the idealized
S

arranging, we have change of X with tempera-

ture. A

2 2 1
io(dX/dT) -2ASo/H + ((d /dT)H + 1(d /dT)H'I. (4-11)

.'2

We note two features from Eq.(4-11): First, even in the case of

a nonlinear paramagnet, if , and r are temperature-independent

then Eq.(4-ll) reduces to Eq.(4-9). And second, under isothermal

conditions (i.e., dx/dT is constant), if AS /H- is not constant
0

S!i

.................................................



then the importance of the higher terms in Eq.(4-11) is clearly

indicated. We shall see below that these considerations become
important in interpreting the phonomenological results.

Finally, anticipating that AS tables will be generated,0

another interesting analysis of the data becomes possijle.

Namely, th maximum entropy available in a free-spin system is

simply

AS = n R Zn (2s + 1) (4-12)

where n are the number of free spins per formula weight (e.g.,P
n = 2 in th! high-temperature, paramagnetic phase of CdCr 20 4 )p
and s is the spin value. If we now assume that at some

sufficiently large field strength all of these free spins are

aligned, then upon demagnetization the temperature change of the

sample is due to the randomization of these spins. Stated

differently,

AS = n R Zn (2s + 1) (4-13)o p

where AS is the entropy change of the sample, as above. In this0

fashion, the free-spin density, n p, can be estimated from the

very high fielce magnetocaloric data.

The first step in these analyses was to develop AS -tables0

from the four sets of zero-field specific heat data in Figs. 4-9

and 4-10. This was done by numerically integrating the experi-

mental C /T data, and then these data were smoothed for greater
accuracy. Next, a code was written for converting a T1 + T2 mag-

netocaloric event on 0 + H up ramp to the ratio AS /H according
0

to Eq.(4-9). The average temperature of the event is (TI +

T2)/2, and only the reversible AT's were considered. In this
fashion, two types of phase diagrams were generated for each of

the fouL samples: (1) P dX/dT vs. T at constant H; and (2)

dx/dT vs. H at constant T. In the former type of diagram, the

data are limited to H = 5 and 10 T because complete data sets

were unavailable at other fiuld levels, in particular at lower



field levels.

CdCr 2O0 4 Disk. The magnetotheLmal phase diagrams foL the

compacted CdCL 0 disk are shown in Fig. 4-34. The w° d/dT vs.

T diagram in Fig. 4-34(a) at 5 and 10 T r'ow that field-dependent

magnetization cooling, dX/dT > 0, is observed at and below TN, as

discussed pLeviously.

We note heLe that for an ideal Curie magnet X - T , so in

some temperatui:e range dx/dT - -T 2, as illustated in the

idealized sketch in Fig. 4-33. The Fig. 4-34(a) data (Io not

reflect this up to 23 K; otheLwise, these Fig. 4-34(a) data

follow the idealized behavior in Fig. 4-33 and indicate that a

free-spin contribution exists below about 3 K.

The Uo dX/d'[ vs. H magnetothermal phase diagram in Fig.

4-34(b) is shown toL temperatures below and above TN; at both

temperature.s mainetization heating is obse-ved. For both

temperatures, d:</dT decreases rapidly as H decreases, so little

quantitative aQreement can be expected with the low-field x-data

in Section V below.

The dx/dT-data at 3.47 K in Fig. 4-34(b) involve contribu-

tions from both correlated and uncorrelated spins. However, at

10.6 K one exp,- cts all the spins to be uncorrelated, and here the

non-constancy of Eq.(4-9) is clearly seen. The higher-order

terms in 1q.(4-ll) are needed to explain these data, but this was

not pursu, itike to the lack of data at lower H-values in Fig.

4-34(b) . " tie in this regard that the measurement of magneto-

caloric -ita It -ower H-values is subject to the experimental

constraint -f resolving the associated small temperature changes

in intense magnetic fields.

Finally, from Fig. 4-34(h) it appears that saturation OCCULS

by about 15 T.

CCN(9,). The w dX/dT vs. T magnetothermal phase diagram

for CCN(9/L) is shown in Fig. 4-35(a), and this diagram closely

resembles that of CdCr 2 4 in Fig. 4-34(a) given the shift in the

T -values. Note also that the scales (i.e., magnitudes) of the
N
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data in Figs. 4-34(a) 4-34(D) are commensurate.

The 1 0 dX/dT vs. H diagram for CCN(9/l) is shown in Fig.

4-35(b) at two temperatures above and below T , and once again

the non-constancy ot Eq.(4-9) is clearly evident.

The larger density of free spins below TN in CCN(9/l)

* compared to the CdCL 204 disk is clearly seen in both Figs.

4-35(a) and 4-35(b) by the mu'h larger absolute values of dX/dT

(see below, also).

ZnCr 0 Disk. The 0 dx/dT vs. T magnetothermal phase

diagram for ZnCr204 in Fia. 4-36(a) is in marked contrast to the

equivalent phase diagL-am for CdCr204 in Fig. 4-34(a) and also

does not resemble the idealized behavior in Fig. 4-33. In Fig.

4-36(a) dx/dT goes thLough a deep minimum at TN at both 5 and 10

T, indicative of a neaU-singula-ity in X vs. T. At all tempera-

tures in Fig. 4-36(a), dX/dT < 0, indicatiag that x always in-

creases with decreasing temperature at these field strengths.

The ,1 dX/dT vs. H magnetothermal phase diagram for the

ZnCr204 disk is shown in Fig. 4-36(b), again at two temperatures

above and below T . As in CdCr 204 [Fig. 4-34(b)], dx/dT de-

creases very rapidly with decreasing H indicative of the impor-

tance of the higher-order terms in Eq.(4-11). Also, the appear-

ance of saturation is seen at about 15 T.

Another striking difference between CdCr204 and ZnCr204 is

seen on compaLing the equivalent phase diagrams in Figs. 4-34(b)
and 4-36(b). Namely, at T -2 TN, the dX/dT-values for Znur2 04

are substantially larger in magnitude compared to CdCr2 04.

ZCN(9/l). Lie uO dx/dT vs. T magnetothermal phase diagram

for ZCN(9/l) in Fig. 4-37(a) closely resembles that .or- the

ZnCr 204 disk in Fig. 4-36(a) -- note in particular the deep mini-

mum at TN and the similarity of the scales.

The Wo dx/dT vs. H phase magnetothermal diagram for ZCN(9,/I)

is given in Fig. 4-37(b) for three temperatures -- above, at, and

below TN. Again the similarity to the equivalent diagram for

ZnCr 2 04 [Fig. 4-36(b)] is observed, and we note the h.1v:e
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(absolute) values for dX/dT in ZCN(9/l) at T - TN in Fig.

4-377(b).

Free Spin Densities. As a final exercise, we consider the

free-spin density n computed from Eq.(4-13). The magnetocaloric
p

data used here to obtain AS are taken at the highest field
0

strength, 15 T, and the p dX/dT vs. H phase diagrams suggest0

that this field strength is very near the saturation level at

certain temperatures. The free-ion spin value, s = 3/2, was used

here. These computed n vs. T data for the four samples arep

shown in Fig. 4-38. Only one point each for the spinel +

columbite ceramic is shown in Fig. 4-38 (i.e., at 15 T).

The n data in Fig. 4-38 at temperature above TN are sur-
pN

prisingly consistent for CdCr2 04 and ZnCr2 04 , np 0.04, but far

below the expected value of n = 2. To bring these data into
P 29

line with nP = 2 requires s - 6x1 .

The data for n at temperatures well below T are also
p N

surprisingly consistent for all four samples in Fig. 4-38, n

0.003-0.007. The data for CdCr 20 4 in Fig. 4-38 do not extend

below 7 K because it will be recalled that there is a field-

enforced crossover in the sign of dX/dT for this material at the

lower temperatures.

We point out that Eq.(4-13) is not strictly valid at temper-

atures below TN. Namely, in the simple two-spin model the 4

uncorrelated free spins contribute a dX/dT < 0 component, the

correlated spins-contribute a dx/dT > 0 component. Consequently,

n below TN is a measure of the net uncorrelated spins.

E. Conclusions from Thermal Data

A large amount of experimental data have been measured on

the same compacted disks of CdCr 2 04 and ZnCr 204 -- zero-field

specific heat data, field-dependent specific heat data, and

magnetocaloric data. The magnetocaloric data have been reduced

and presented in the form of phase diagrams. The zero-field

specific heat d-ata have been analyzed in terms of Schottky and

spinwave models. Finally, all the magnetocaloric data have been
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analyzed according to the TdS equation, making use of the speci-

fic heat data. In what follows below, the results of all these

studies are summarized:

1. In contrast to ZnCr 20 4, CCN(9/I), and ZCN(9/l), the CdCr 2 04

disk:

(a) Does not display a sharp maximum in the specific heat;

(b) Displays a field-enforced crossover between dX/dt > 0

and dx/dT < 0 below TN; and

(c) Exhibits a substantial hysteretic component below TN in

the magnetocaloric data.

2. Except at the lowest temperatures, there is a great deal of

similarity in the ATr phase diagrams of CdCr 20 4 and

CCN(9/l), Fig. 4-25. The corresponding diagrams for the

zinc spinels are not similar, Fig. 4-31.

3. Both CdCr204 and CCN(9/l) exhibit magnetization cooling in a

limited temperature range at and below TN, Fig 4-25; in con-

trast, ZnCr 20 4 and ZCN(9/l) exhibit magnetization heating at

all temperatures, Fig. 4-31.

4. Both CdCr204 and ZnCr204 show strong, nonlinear departure

from the linear relation Eq.(4-9), as seen in Figs. 4-34(b)

and 4-36(b). This was unexpected, given the linear M vs. H

data in Fig. 2-4, and frustrates meaningful comparisons with

the low-field susceptibility data in Section V below.

5. Specific heat data for CdCr 20 4 and CCN(9/I) are both consis-

tent with a T 3 antiferromagnetic spin-wave contribution at

the lowest temperatures and a 0D = 420 K acoustic-mode con-

tribution.

6. Specific heat data for ZnCr 20 4 and ZCN(9/l) are both consis-

tent with a T3 antiferromagnetic spin-wave contribution at

thie lowest temperatures and a 0D - 450 K acoustic mode con-

tribution.

7. For both the cadmium and zinc spinels, the Debye tempera-

tures are in excellent agreement with predictions from the

Lindemann equation.

8. From the T > TN Schottky fits to the specific heat data of

all four samples, there is satisfactory agreement for the

-96-
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number of spins partaking in the transition at TN between

CdCr 20 4 and CCN(9/l) and between ZnCr204 and ZCN(9/l).

9. From the T < TN Schottky fits to the specific heat data, the

densities of free spins in the disks of CdCr 204 and ZnCr 204

are - 5-7 times larger than in the densified ceramics

CCN(9/I) and ZCN(9/1). This is in semi-quantitative

agreement with the magnetocaloric data here based on entropy

arguments, Fig. 4-38. On the other hand, the low-field dc

susceptibility data below suggest that the ceramics CCN(9/I)

anC ZCN(9/l) have the larger densities of free spins.

10. From the spin-wave terms in the specific heats below TN, the

densities of the antiferromagnetically correlated spins are

much larger in the disks of CdCr 204 and ZnCr 204 than in the
ceramics of CCN(9/l) and ZCN(9/I), respectively. Nonethe-

less, the spin-wave terms do indicate that magnetization

cooling should be more pronounced in the cadmium spinel than

in the zinc spinel, in agr'eement with the magnetocaloric

data [We draw attention to the assumption made in analyzing

the specific heat that the zero-field splitting, etc. is the

same in both forms of CdCr 204 (and ZnCr 204 ), whereas in fact

different stress conditions exist in the two forms].

11. In the paramagnetic region, T > TN, for both CdCr204 and

ZnCr 204 and for magnetic field strengths at or very near

saturation (15 T), the densities of free spins estimated

from entropy arguments are - 0.04 -- i.e., - 50 times

smaller than anticipated, Fig. 4-38.

12. In all the thermodynamic analyses here, the field dependence

of the specific heat has been ignored (i.e., CH = C0 ). This

is not a serious assumption because CH/C0 < 35% near TN at

10 T, Fig. 4-13.
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V. MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY AND RESONANCE STUDPT S

Magnetic Susceptibility (x) and EPR Studies

This section summarizes the magnetic susceptibility (x) and EPR

measurements on several CdCr 2 04 - and ZnCr 204 -based spinels, made (by the WVU

group) with a view of providing new clues as to why these spinels exhibit

exceptionally high heat capacities.

V.1 Experimental Methodology, Sample Preparation and Sample Notation

The X measurements were made at the National Magnet Laboratory of MIT,

using a SHE squid magnetometer. The EPR measurements, on the other hand, were

made at West Virginia University with an IBM-Bruker Model ER-200D spectrometer

which uses an ASPECT 2000 microcomputer for data acquisition and analysis.

The description of the samples, investigated in this report is given in

Table 5.1 altl-ough measurements were made on many others as well.
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Table 5.1 Investigated Samples

No. Sample Name Notation Source

1 CdCr 204 (powder) CdCr 204 (P) Penn State (PS) Univ.

2 CdCr 204 (powder disk)a CdCr 204 (PD) PS Univ.

3 CdCr 204 (densified disk)b CdCr20 4 (DDCP) Ceram Physics (CP)
A CdCr20 (densified disk)c CdCr204 (DPPS) PS Univ.

5 ZnCr 204 (powder) ZnCr 204 (P) PS Univ.

6 ZnCr 204 (powder disk)a ZnCr204 (PD) PS Univ.

7 ZnCr 204 (densified disk)d ZnGr20 4(DDPS) PS Univ.

8 ZnCr 204 (densified disk)b ZnCr204 (DDCP) Ceram Physics

a. the powder compressed into a disk at 1290*C/1 hr for CdCr 204 (p = 4.4 g/cc)
and at 1650*C/1 hr for ZnCr 204 (p = 3.8 g/cc) (Section III).

b. contains columbite

c.- CdCr 204 + 5% Nb205 heated at 1320 0C/1 hr (p = 5.3 g/cc) (Section III).

d. ZnCr 204 + 5% Nb205 heated at 1350°C/I hr (p - 4.87 g/cc) (Section III).

V.2. Experimental Results on Susceptibility (X)

V.2.a. X vs. T

Figure 5.1 shows the temperature dependence of X for the four samples

of CdCr 204, namely powder (P), powder disk (PD) and the densified disks (DDCP

and DDPS). The high temperature (T > 10 K) behavior of P and PD is very nearly

the same, as is also the case for DDCP and DDPS. However, the low temperature

behavior (shown in detail in the inset), reflecting the cooperative, magnetic

ordering, is different suggesting that sample preparation conditions do affect

the microscopic spin arrangement in every sample.

a'
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CdCr2O 4  1.4-

1.5 1.3-
PD

- 1.2-

CD. P

.10

a I I I I I I I1
0 50 100

Figure 5.1 Plots of susceptibility (X) vs. temperature (T) for the four samples

of CdCr 204 . The inset shows the low-temperature X vs. T behavior.

Figure 5.2 shows the X vs. T behavior for the various samples of ZnCr 204.

It is clear that both the T < TN and the T > TN parts of the X vs. T plots are

different for different samples. All the samples except PD show a fairly well

defined peak at or immediately above TN. The PD sample exhibits a very broad

peak, quite untypical of an antiferromagnetic-paramagnetic phase transition.
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I .,

E 4.0

3.0 DDCP

PDI

050 100

T [K I

Figure 5.2. Plots of susceptibility (X) vs. temperature (T) for the four

samples of ZnCr 20 .

V.2.b Magnetic field dependence of x versus T

Figure 5.3 shows the field dependence of the X versus T behavior for

the CdCr 204 PD corresponding to the applied fields of 0.2 and 20 kG. The

dependence of X on the field is quite apparent as shown by the shift in TN

towards higher temperature by -0.5 K with an increase in the field from 0.2 to

20 kG; the change in the magnitude of X being up to 5 percent. The results of X

versus T for the powder CdCr 204 (P) are also shown on the same plot.
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* 20kG Cd Cr 204

.. 0.2kG

E •

*7 S

a 5 10 15

Figure 5.3. X versus T behavior for CdCr 204 (PD) in magnetic fields, of 0.2
and 20 kG. The behavior of CdCr204 (P) at 0.2 kG is also shown.

The changes in the X versus T behavior of the ZnCr 204 p-wder are quite

dramatic as shown by the results in Figure 5.4 at the fields 0.2 and 10 kG. The

features which show up markedly at 0.2 kG get suppressed considerably at 10 kG.
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Figure 5.4. X versus T behavior for ZnCr2 04 (P) in two fields of 0.2 and 10 kG.

V.2.c X versus T in zero field cooling

Since the X vs. T behavior was fo,,nd to depend on the field, and in all

the measurements the samples were field-cooled, it was decided to cool the

samples in zero field for X measurements. Results of this experiment (Figure

5.5) on ZnCr 204 (PD) from 6 K to 20 K, exhibit the same behavior as that of

Figure 5.2 except that the X values for the zero-field-cooled samples are at

least 25% larger in magnitude. The first derivative of X w.r.t. T, which gives
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the Neel temperature, is however at the same temperature, 9.4 0.1 K (within

experimental accuracy), as in the field-cooled case.

3.5 ZnCr 2 04

j 3.3

1*

E4' 0.3

6 -" 3 .1 
0 .2 E

4' 6

'T I K

Figure 5.50. versus T behavior (PD) when sample was 271 in

zero field. The curve peaking at 9.4 ± 0.1 K shows the temperature

dependence of dX/dT.

V.2.d Magnetic field (H) dependence of magnetization (M)

To find if these systems exhibit any spin-flop transition, the

magnetization (M) was studied as a function ,f H, up to 45 kG. Figure 5.6 shows

the M vs. H plot for a PD sample of CdCr 204 , the same sample as for Figure 5.3.

For this sample, a linear dependence of M on H is seen at 10 K (T > TN) with no

it -1 Q 4 -
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measurable intercept on the H = 0 axis. At T = 1.91 K, however, a small but

finite intercept was detected. This small value of the intercept was found to

be sample dependent, since another sample examined did not yield a measurable

intercept, as may be seen from Figure 5.7.

o.6 CdCr 2O4 (PD)

Wt. of the sample 0.0927 g

I...-

0.4

0.21

10..

0
0 10 20 30 40 50

H(kG)

Figure 5.6. Typical M vs. H behavior for a powdered disk (PD) -nmple of CdCr 2 0 4.

Similar results were obtained for a powdered disk (PD) sample of ZnCr 20 4.

The results are shown below, Figure 5.7.
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Zn CrZO4 PD

Wt. 0.0817 g

0.2 -

CdCr2 0 4 PD

D ~Wt,: 0.0537 9

0.1-

T=1.69 K

0
* 0 10 20

H[kG]

Figure 5.7. M vs. H behavior of a powdered disk (PD) sample of ZnCr 204.

V.3 EXPERIMENTAL EPR RESULTS

As the complement to the magnetic susceptibility data, EPR measurements

* were made above liquid nitrogen temperatures for all the samples listed in Table

5.1. For some samples, the measurements were made both in the X-band (--9.5 x

109 Hz) and Q-band (33.5 x 109 Hz) regions to measure the spin dynamics.

The lineshape analysis of all the investigated samples shows the lines

nearer to a Lorentzian than a Gaussian, over the temperature range 80-400 K.

The lines are mainly exchange narrowed.

The EPR dependence of the peak-to-peak linewidth (ABpp) for the powder

samples of CdCr 204 and ZnCr 204 is shown in Fig. 5.8. This plot corresponds to
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the Q-band microwave frequencies and the values for Bpp agree with those

obtained using X-band frequencies. The data for other samples (PD, DDPS, DDCP)

is plotted in Fig. 5.9. The linewidth increases smoothly with decrease in

temperature for all the samples except CdCr 2 04 (DDCP) which showed a

some-sort-of discontinuity around 305 K. This was shown to be due to the

presence of some Cr20 3 which has an antiferromagnetic transition around 308 K.

1400

1200

CdCrZ0 4 ( P)

0 1000

06

300

+ ZnCr2 4 (P)
>"~ ~~200- ,I I ,,,, 4'I,,

200

0 200 300

T (K)

Figure 5.8 Dependence of the EPR peak-to-peak linewidth (ABpp) as a function of

temperature (T) for the spinel powders.
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Figure 5.9 Dependence of the EPR linewidth ABPP as a function of temperature

(T) for the CdCr2O4 and ZnCr2O4 smls

V.4 ANALYSIS OF THE X-DATA

V.4.a Neel Temperature (TN)

The Neel temperatures were obtained to within ±-0.1 K, as the temperatures

corresponding to peaks in the (dX/dT) vs. T plots, using the earlier discussed X

vs. T plots as the base data. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show the (dX/dT) vs. T

plots for CdCr204 and ZnCr2O4 respectively.
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Figure 5.10. Plots of dX/dT versus T for the four samples of CdCr 2O4.
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Figure 5.11. dX/dT versus T for Zn(~r204 samples.



Figures 5.12 and 5.13 suniarize the Neel temperature for different samples

of CdCr 2 O4 and ZnCr 2 04, including the available literature values (Friedberg and

Burk, 1955; Baltzer et al., 1966; Lotgering, 1966; Oles, 1970; Plumier, 1977).

It is not clear why the values of TN obtained from our X measurements are always

lower by up to 2 K from those obtained via specific heat measurements.

Cd C r 2 0 4 ________ ____ ____

C
9K

7.9K K

6.S*0-1 K

8.1± *0. 1 K5.99 Kb5.Kb

a.X vST. Kahol & Dalai
b. Cp. Lawless & coworkers

C. Phys Rev 151 3 67 (1966)

4.3*0.1 Ke

i4.0*0.1K

P PD DDPS DDCP

Figure 5.12. Schematic display of the Neel temperatures for CdCr 2O4 samples.



ZnCr204

* 12.2K'

11.5 K

a. Xvs.T.Kahot and Dalai 1O.7 Kb

b. Cp. Lawless &coworkers b kb

C. Phys. Rev 151 367(1966 9.6 a 9.7 K
9.5 Ka

J Pthys Chem Soids 9 2 K
2 7139 (1966)

Phys Slat Sol (a) e.Cp .Proc Cont on

3 569(1970) Magnehism. Pittsburgh

d.Cp & Neutron Seat. 1955 P 62

J Phys lP L149(1977)

P PD DOPS DDCP

Figure 5.13. Schematic display of the Neel temperatures for ZnCr 204 samples.

V.4.b Susceptibility behavior for T > TN

Since CdCr 2 04 and ZnCr 20 are known to undergo antiferromagnetic

orderings at TN, the temperature dependence of X for T > TN is expected to obey

the Curie-Weiss law

A Caf T > TN  (V-1)
X " T-- - -

where Caf = Nu2/3k with N defined as the number of spins, W the effective

magnetic moment of the spins and k the Boltzmann constant. A plot of I/X versus

T would thus be a straight line with its slope equal to 1/Caf and the intercept

equal to -0/c. Experimental results of 1/X versus T for the CdCr 204 samples are

shown in Figure 5.14. Linear behavior is indeed observed but only for T > 5 TN.
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Figure 5.14. I/X versus T for CdCr 204 samples at T > TN -

This result clearly implies the existence of short-range order between the spins

for TN < T < 5 TN. The values of 0 and Caf thus obtained are listed in Table

5.2.

Table 5.2. Values of the parameters Caf and 0 obtained by fitting the T >> TN
data of CdCr 204 samples to the expression X = Caf/T-e

Caf [emu-Kg- ] 0 !.]

powder 1.2 x 10-2 -83

powder [*] - -83
powder disk (PD) 1.14 x 10-2 -84
DDPS 1.10 x 10-2 -80
DDCP 0.81 x 10- 2 -60

E*] Baltzer et al., Phys. Rev. 151, 367 (1966).
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Figure 5.15. 1/X versus T for ZnCr 204 samples at T > TN -

The data for the various samples of ZrCr 204 were also plotted as (I/x)

versus T (Figure 5.15) and yielded the parameters Caf and e as given in Table

5.3. An overwhelming prcsence of short-range spin order can clearly be seen

for all the samples.

Table 5.3. Values of the parameters Caf and 0 obtained by fitting the high
temperature data of ZnCr 20 4 samples to the expression X = Caf/T-6

Caf (emu.K'- ] 8 [K)

powder 1.17 x 10-2 -a31
-9 powder [*] -392

powder disk (PD) 1.30 x 10- 2 -396" DDPS 1.43 x 10-2 -407

, DDCP 1.26 x 10- 2 -389

[*1 Baltzer et al., Phys. Rev. 151, 367 (1966).
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V.4.c Susceptibility behavior below TN

One region of particular interest below TN is where X increases with a

decrease in temperature, the Curie-like behavior. This is believed to be due to

the presence of "free" paramagnetic Curie-like spins. Assuming that the

contribution to X from the antiferromagnetically-ordered spins is independent of

temperature in the range < T < 0.5 TN, the experimental data can be fitted to

the following expression

X =X 0 + Cpara/T T < TN (V.2)

where 0= (T * 0) and Cpara = Nw 2/3k. A plot of X versus I/T would thus

yield Cpara and hence the number of paramagnetic spins. The plots of X versus

I/T are given in Figures 5.16 and 5.17 for CdCr 2 04 and ZnCr 204 samples,

respectively. The values of X0 and Cpara, obtained from the slopes of these

plots, are collected in Tables 5.4 and 5.5.

I ~ I

DDCP

1.4- DDPS

1.3- PD

<1.2 p

1 lCdCrO,

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

I/T [K -1 ]

Figure 5.16. X versus I/T for CdCr 204 samples.
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Figure 5.17. X versus 1/T for ZnCr 204 samples.

Table 5.4. Values of the parameters X0 and Cpara obtained by fitting the low
temperature data of CdCr 204 samples to the expression X = + Cpara/T.

CdCr204  x0 (emu
-g 1) Cpara (emu-K'- 1 )

powder 1.18 x 10-4 1.96 x 10-6

PD 1.28 x 10- 4 2.14 x 10-6

DDPS 1.21 x 10- 4 2.86 x 10- 5

DDCP 0.92 x 10- 4 9.60 x 10- 5

Table 5.5. Values of the parameters X and Cpara obtained by fitting the low

temperature data of ZnCr 204 samples to the expression X = X0 + (>-,ira/T.

ZnCr 204  X0 (emu'
- 1 ) Cpara (emu'K'g- I)

powder 0.38 x 10- 4 1.43 x 10-6

PD 0.24 x 10- 4 2.50 x 10- 6

DDPS 0.32 x 10- 4 2.33 x 10- 5

DDCP 0.22 x 10- 4 1.92 x 10- 5
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V.4.d "Free" spin concentration

An important parameter c!educed from the above analysis is the fraction

of the "Curie-like" or the "free" spins, as given by the ratio Cpara/Cpara + Caf.

Tables 5.6 and 5.7 list the fraction of the "free" spins in the various samples of

CdCr 204 and ZnCr 204 respectively. It is clear that the densified disks made by

Ceram Physics hare the maximum number of "free" spins.

Table 5.6. Fraction of the "free" spins in various samples of CdCr 204

Cpara/Cpara + Caf

PD 1.9 x 10- 4

DDPS 2.6 x 10 - 3

DPCP 1.2 x 10-2

Table 5.7. Fraction of the "free" spins in various samples of ZnCr 204

,pq Caf)

PD 1.9 x 10- 4

DDPS 1.6 x 10- 3

DDCP 1.5 x I0-3

V.5 ANALYSIS OF THE EPR DATA

Due to experimental difficulties in obtaining reliable data for

temperatures below -80 K, we did not attempt to analyze the EPR linewidths

quantitatively using rigorous expressions. This must await a little longer when

we expect to obtain extensive lineshape data at liquid helium temperatures.
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Nevertheless, it is fairly clear from the magnitudes of the peak-to-peik

linewidths (ABp) for the CdCr 2 04 and ZnCr 204 camples (Figures 5.8 and 5.9) that

the exchange na.rowing is 4-5 times more effective in ZnCr 20 4 than CdCr20

samples. This is essentially what is expected from the susceptibility analysis

above TN, since the values of the paramagnetic temperature 6 for ZnCr 20 4 and

CdCr 204 samples are -390 and -80 K respectively. The value of J, the exchange

constant, which is directly proportional to 9 is thus about 5 times larger i-

ZnCr 204 samples. The EPR restilts thus provide a direct support for the

essential correctness of the basic model for the temperature dependence of x in

all these samples.

V.6 DISCUSSION

In this section, we make a critical evaluation of the implications of the

X-data with regard to the extensive results of the specific heat and

magnetocaloric experiments. We focus our attention on two samples, PD and DDCP,

for which a complete set of measurements is available.

V.6.a Magnetocaloric vs. Magnetic Susceptibility Results

ATr, the reversible part of the magnetocaloric change in temperature,

has been found to go through a narrow negative range (implying magnetization

cooling) for both the PD and DDCP samples of CdCr204 (Section IV). Whilst the

magnitude of ATr In this range (magnetization cooling) is nearly the same for

the PD and DDCP samples, ATr is much larger for DDCP than for PD below TN

(magnetization heating). Recall that magnetization heating results from the

'% %
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"free" spins whilst magnetization cooling from the "ordered" spins. The

presence of -50 times more "free" spins in DDCP than in PD, as shown by the

susceptibility measurements (Table 5.3), is in line with much larger _ITr for

DDCP than PD. As for the magnetization cooling around TN, we can speculate that

the "ordered" spins dominate the magnetization heating effects of the "free"

spins and give rise to negative ATr. Since the amount of magnetization cooling

is nearly the same in both PD and DDCP, one would expect the same concentration

of the "orderod" spiis for the two cases, provided the exchange coupling

constant (J) among the ordered spins remains the same. That 1]1e exchange

coupling constants are not the same for PD and DDCP samples of CdCr 20 4 can be

*" seen from the different values of 6 (Table 5.2); note that J is related to 6 via

the expression IJJ = 3kB/2zS(S+I) where z is the number of nearest neighbor

spins. If the dependence of ATr on J, T and the spin concentration of the

ordered spins were known, the ratio of the ordered spins at TN in PD and DDCP

can be calculated. It seems, however, that ATr depends rather strongly on T

since the magnetocaloric cooling disappears rapidly as we go from TN to lower

temperatures.

In the case of ZnCr 204, ATr does not assume negative values i.e., it shows

only magnetization heating. This implies that here the free spins dominate the

ordered spins. Susceptibility results (Figure 5.2) especially for PD, show

- clearly that around TN significant amount of short-range order (or lack of

long-range order) exists in these materials (see also Figure 5.13). This could

be the explanation for the absence of magnetization cooling effects.

In a recent report Lawless and Munson (Section IV) have derived, using

standard thermodynamic relationships, (dx/dT) plots from the temperature

dependence of ATr. The (dX/dT) behavior for the CdCr 20 4 samples as obtained
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from the ATr measurements is that dX/dT is negative at T << TN, becomes

positive around TN, becomes negative for T > T-:, and that dX/dT is highly field

dependent. For ZnCr 204, on the other hand, dX/dT alway, r.--lins negative and

shows a negative peak around TN. These data may be compared with the dX/dT

values as obtained from direct measurements of X and shown in F[igres 5.10 and

5.11 for all the four samples (namely P, PD, DDCP and DDPS). As may be noted

from Figures 5.10 and 5.11, all the samples of ZnCr 2 0 do show a behavior

similar to that for CdCr 204 samples in contrast to the re-1-7ts from the

magnetocaloric measurements. We note, however, that the susceptibility' (X)

measurements were made at 200 G whilst the magnetocaloric experiments were done

at much higher fields, which makes it difficult to make more definitive comments

since the susceptibility behavior has been found to change signifIcantlv for the

ZnCr 2 04 powder by going from 0.2 kG to 10 kG (Figure 5.4).

V.6.b Specific Heat vs. X Data

We now compare the X results with those from the specific heat analysis

(Section IV). As shown in Figures 5.12 and 5.13, the TN values from the

specific heat curves are always higher than those obtained from the X data. For

a simple antiferromagnetic, it is known that the magneti: specific heat is given

by the Fisher relation (Fisher 1962).

Cm  = A@()T)A 3T (V.3)

where A is expected to be a slowly varying function of T around TN. Figures

5.18 and 5.19 'h the temperature dependence of r% for CdCr 204 and

. ZnCr 2 04 (PD), respectively. Here A has been assimed to bn tompor ture
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independent and has been chosen arbitrarily. The CM versus (T/TN) plots peak at

nearly the same T as in the (dX/dT) plots. To analyze these data we assume that

(i) the Eaye contribution to Cp is small up to TN, (ii) the Schottky

lox I

40 CdC204[PD)

. 3 0 -

300C6 CP CP0

- 20
o= 2 0 - =C m

m T

-. 10V'.I

0 I I
00.5 in 15 2.0 2.5

T /T,

Figure 5.18. Comparison of the specific heat Cp (continuous line curve) with

the magnetic specific heat Cm (open squares) for CdCr 2n 4 (PD) by

setting A = 20. Circles denote the same data (Cm) with a

different value ot A and after renormalizing Cp and Cm at

(T/TN) = 0.8.
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Figure 5.19. Comparison of the specific heat Cp (continuous curve) with t

magnetic contribution Cm (open squares) for ZnCr2004; the parameter

A was set to 10. Circles denote the same data (Cm ) with a

different A and after renormalizing Cp and Cm at (T/T N ) = 0.8.

inversely as the square of the temperature and is small around TN and (iii) the

Fisher relation remains valid for T/T N = 1.0 -t 0.2 for a simple antiferromagnet.

We further assume that at (T/TN) = 0.8, Cp = Cm . Choosing A = 17.64 instead of

the arbitrary number 20 and scaling the Cm data such that it peaks at (T/TN)=

yields data points shown by closed circles. Similarly for the ZnCr20 4 PD,

choosing A = 5.47 instead of 10 and scaling the Cm data the closed circles are

obtained. An observed significant disagreement for the ZnCr20 4 sample than for

the CdCr204 sample, when compared with the Cp data, ind<,--qted that the spin

16~
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ordering in ZnCr 204 samples are more complicated than for the CdCr 204 samples.

Recalling that the (I/X) versus T plots of Figure 5.15 indicated persistence of

short-range order up to T - 5 TN, we deduce that this postulated complicated

spin ordering might be the explanation for the behaviors found in Figures 5.15

and 5.19. On the other hand, the CdCr 204 PD seems to behave in a much more

expected way as also reflected by the I/X versus T plots of Figure 5.14.

Lawless (Section IV) has analyzed the specific heat data by takin into

account the Debye (D), spin-wave (SW) and Schottky contributions. That is,

Cp = (msw + mD)T 3 + b/T 2  (V.4)

or

CpT 2 = (msw + mD)TS + b (V.5)

Thus a plot of CpT 2 versus T 5 is expected to be a straight line, and is indeed

found to be so. Let us look at the implications of this analysis in the light

of our susceptibility results.

A Schottky type analysis of the Cp data for T > TN (i.e. a linear plot of

CpT 2 versus T 5 ) yields b which is proportional to n, the density of the

paramagnetic spins. (Note that the ordered spin-i behave like free paramagnetic

spins above T - TN). The ratio of b's for the powder disk (PD) and the DDCP or

equivalently the ratio of n (PD) and n (DDCP) is found to be 1.29 for

CdCr 204 and 1.09 for ZnCr 2 04  samples. These values are in excellent agreement

with our susceptibility data which independently yield the values 1.41 for

CdCr 204 and 1.03 for ZnCr 2 04 .

Schottky analysis of Cp for T < TN does not, however, give results

consistent with the susceptibility results. In the model comprising of free"

0

and perfectly "ordered" spins, it is reasonable to assume that the free spins
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give rise to the Schottky term. With this assumption it is found that

n(PD)/n(DDCP) = 6.98 for CdCr 2 0 4 and 4.72 for 7nCr204. Note that, this ratio

involves the numbers of "free" spins only, i.e., it excludes the "ordered" spins

specifically. From our susceptibility analysis we find n(PD)/n(DDCP) = .n22 for

CdCr20 and 0.130 for ZnCr 204. The value from the Schottky anil:sis is -320

times larger for CdCr 204 and 35 times larger for ZnCr 204. As shown V'y ourIsusceptibility plots and also suggested by Lawless (Section IV), there may be a

large number of spins showing only 7hort-range order instead of a long-range

order. The contribution of these spins at T < TN might be one of the reasons

for the above discrepancy. To this end, we wish to note a few points:

(i) Low temperature Schottky analysis yields linear plot3 only above T - 3.3 K

for ZnCr 204 PD, T - 2.2 K for ZnCr 204 DDCP, T - 1 .7 K for CdCr 204 DDCP and T'1 2

K for CdCr 204 PD. The coefficient b which depends on n and 62 (6 = the

two-level spacing) must therefore involve fairly large 6 to account for the

deviations below the temperatures mentioned above.

(ii) C/T3 versus T plots at low temperatures yield a similar behavior for the

PD and the DDCP samples whilst the number of "free" spins in the DDCP samples is

much higher than in the PD samples.

(iii) The Debye contribution is negligibly small for temperatures below T N .

This can be seen from the ratio of the spin-wave densities as obtained

rigorously by Lawless (Section IV) and those obtained by just dividing the

(msw + mD) coefficients as shown in Table 5.8.
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Table 5.8. Spin-wave Densities

Spinel nSW (PD)/nsw (DDCP) + mD)P)/(mSw + mD)DDCP

CdCr204 5.92 5.87
ZnCr204 16.7 16.no

V.6.c Shift in TN

As shown in Figures 5.12 and 5.13, there is a clear shift in the va:,o

of TN as the powder is subject to different heat and stress treatments. To

understand this effect qualitatively we need to digress the following.

Anderson's theoretical considerations (Anderson, 1q56) drew attention to

the role played by the next-neare't neighbor interactions in the

antiferromagnetic ordering of the B ions. The B lattice is built up from units

of four nearest neighbors situated on the corners of a tetrahedron, an] such a B

tetrahedron shares one B site with an adjacent B tetrahedron. For only the

nearest-neighbor interactions B-X-B, the ground state is determined by the

condition that the spins in each tetrahedron cancel. That is, negative nearest

neighbor in a completely normal spinel does not lead to antiferromagnetic

long-range ordering since the ground state is largely degenerate due to the

frustration of the lattice. The intaractiorl between the B sites in different

tetrahedra (B-X-X-B) can, however, give long range ordering and the Neel

temperature will depend on these interactions in a complicated way. Denoting by

J and K as the strengths of the nearest and next-nearest interactions, the

magnetic propert!-s can be accounted for approximately b, the H1eisenberg spin

hamiltonian of the form

= -2J E Sj - Si - 2K Z SISk - i Si(

. . ." . • -. -" . . - - .- v . . ... .- ., . . - . .... . ...- .... - -. .
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The number of nearest neighbor; in a perfect spinel in 6 whilst that of next

nearest neighbors is 36; J an( K in the above expression denote the average

strengths. One can alculate TN with this hamiltonian and study its dependence

on the parameter (K/J). It is to be noted that such a philosophy has already

been applied to spinels which exhibit ferromagnetic behavior (Baltzer et a!.

1966). For ferromagnetic orerings, it was found that slight changes in the

parameter (K/J) can shift the Curie temperature by a few degrees. It should be

noted that, according to the Ohio State University group, many features of the

X- and Cp-data on these spinels can be accounted for by distorting the

tetrahedra of the spinels to remove frustration (Section IV).

In short, we believe that the value of TN is a sensitive indicator of the

changes in the next-nearest neighbor interactions.

SoV.6.d Field dependence of X

The magnetic field dependence of the specific heat and the magnetocalnric

heat changes seem to have been established, although it has not been pursued

systematically. Similarly, the field dependence of x, although noted, has not

been studied systematically. It is puzzling to find that the X versus T

.. behavior depends on the field. For CdCr204 PD, the ma-netic field, raises Cie

Neel temperature, contrary to expectation. We do not have any explanation for

these features right now and would like to investigate this apect to bring

together the susceptibility, specific he;it and magnetocaloric results. nne of

the possibilities is that these compounds e>:hibit low-dimensional

1

0

P
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antiferromagnetic behavior. However the low temperature (T < TN) neutron or

X-ray diffraction studies and single crystal samples are needed to confirm th.

conjecture which provides a new viewpoint for the unique properties of these

spinels.
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VI. THEORETICAL STUDIES OF THE SPINEL LATTICE GINZI3URG-LANDAU MODEL AND

MONTE CARLO QC tJfER SHLAT3._:MS

A. Introduction

This section is devoted to the theoretical research on the spinel materi-

als under invest~gation in this contract. In particular, calculations of the

specific heat, magnetic properties, and diel ctric constant were carried out

using a variety of complementary calculational approaches, including a phe-

nomenological Ginzburg-Landau model, as well as first principles Monte Carlo

computer simulations.

In this section we present first an overall picture for the spin ordering

in the spinel lattices, then discuss the results of the Ginzburg-Landau

calculation of the magnetic ordering and its effect on the dielectric con-

stant, which enables us to explain the striking dielectric anomaly reported in

section IV. Next we summarize the results of our extensive Monte Carlo

calculations on the undistorted cubic phase of the spinels, and then present

our calculations on the tetragonal or distorted form of the spinel in which

the frustration has been reduced. Finally we describe how low temperature

paramagnetic tails may arise naturally from the composite structure of the

CdCr 20 4 and ZnCr 2 0 4 materials. In each part we will discuss the connection

with the relevant experiments.

B. Spin Ordering in the Spinel Materials

Spinels are ferrite materials with the generic formula AB2 R4 where R is a

group VI element (0, S, Se, or Te), while A and B are metal cations as shown

in Fig. 6-1. The particular spinels CdCr204 an ZnCr 04 are high specific

, heat spinels of present interes in which the P site elements Cr form a 3--r

" - o . . -.. . . 2 . . .- . . -. - -. . . . . . . . • . . •.. . . • ... ... 4
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Fig. 6-1. Spinel Lattice: B-sites Fig. 6-2. Magnetic B-sites in lattice
have magnetic Cr ions structure of spinel. Note
coupled by 02- ions, chains in successive layers.

frustrated magnetic system. It has been found that there is a phase transi-V
*[ tion into an antiferromagnetic-like state at low temperature.

We start with a brief review of the salient features of the spin lattice

structure of the B-site frustrated spinel lattice as shown in Fig. 6-2. The

results obtained so far have suggested an attractive picture for the ordering

phenomena in the B-site spinels, CdCr 2O4 and ZnCr 2 0 4 . The results have shown

that at least two types of magnetic correlations are present, antiferromag-

netic and paramagnetic, and that frustration and the presence of strong

spin-lattice coupling play an important role in the anomalously large specific

heats and thermal co!.ductivities (Patton).

In addition the transitions in these materials were seen to have a pecu-

liar nature in which the spins or, er weakly in a lattice which has a high

degree of frustration. This has great Importance for ouir unerstand n,, of

i"
"% .1"""""% I - "W % ' % ""% C " • . ."" '" ""," .

,. " ,' ,,,.. , , , , . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . ... . .,. ., . ., .
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these systems, since it means that large numbers of spins can remain unordered

below the transition, resulting in anomalously large -pecific heats, and

furthermore, that distortions of the lattice, which remove the frustration,

can couple str-ngly to the spins, thus leading to dielectric anomalies and

large thermal conductivities due to spin energy being transported through the

spin-phonon interaction.

More recently, the experimental work done unler this current proposal has

revealed much about the properties of the B-site spinels, CdCo 2 0 4 and ZnCo 2 04.

In particular, the recent work includes 1) successful fabrication and struc-

tural characterization of various ceramic phases including powder, compressed,

and densified samples of CdCo 2 0 4 and ZnCo20 4 , reported in section I1, 2)

experimental work on the magnetization and susceptibility which reveal an

anti ferromagnetic transition at TN Z 9-11K, section V, 3) experimental

research on the specific heat and magnetocaloric properties, section IV, and

4) experimental work on the dielectric anomaly at TN, which reveals a novel

coupling of the spin and lattice, section IV.

The main experimental results we will focus on in connection with the

theoretical calculations are the following:

a. The fabrication experiments (III) give clear evidence that the spinel

powder of nominal grain size 10 microns combines with additional

mineralizers to produce a material having extra paramagnetic spins at

low temperatures, among other properties.

b. The susceptibility measurements (V) on the pure spinel powder reveal

little low temperature param 'netic Curie tail, while the grains

reacted with 10Y columbite or 57 Nb 2 0 5 reveal a low temperature

paramagnetic tail.

c. The magnetocaloric e xperiments (IV) reveal no trace of hysteref-s,

implying the phenomeni involved in the low temperature transitions ,n

%_ 7. . ._



the Zn and Cd spinels are second order in nature. The pattern of

adiabatic demagnetization cooling and heating at different temperatures

is indicative of antiferromagnetic ordering in the Cd samples, while

all samples show evidence of low temperature antiferromagnetic spin

waves.

d. Measurements (IV) have discovered a striking anomaly in the dielectric

constant at the antiferromagnetic transition, which clearly shows that

the ordering of t!he frustrated spin system has a large effect on the

structure of the lattice. The di !-ctric constant in large magnetic

fields (Fi.. 4-8) shows a clear shift in the transition for one sample.

e. Another sample, the CdCo 2 0 4 disk, did not have a sharp specific heat

maximum and had a strong magnetic field dependence to ZM/aT below T N.

In connection with results a. and b. above, in section F of our report we

show that by allowing our clusters to have a finite surface area we also

develop (theoretical) low ten, erature paramagnetic tails. Our calculations in

sections D and E show that the transitions have no hysteresis, and are charac-

terized by basically antiferromagnetic interactions as found in c. We calcu-

late explicitly the dielectric anomaly of d. in section C and show that in

general it shifts slightly in a magnetic field. Finally, our calculations in

section D on the frustrated spinel material show that the transition as seen

in the specific heat is broad and relatively featureless, which may explain

the sample of e., while our calculations in section E show that relaxing the

frustration via a tetragonal distortion that often occurs in the spinel system

gives rise to an enormous specific heat singularity as seen in three of the

samples.

- 1 *J<-



C. Ginzburg-Landau Model and Calculation of the Magnetization and Dialectrc

*, Constant.

We start with a review of our phenomenological Ginzburp-Landau model which

enables us to interpret and relate the many experimental results on specific

heat, magnetic susceptibility and dielectric constant, and w" -h h _ motivated

much of our other calculations. In particular, this approach enables us to

explain the very intriguing dielectric anomalies at the magnetic transition.

1. Djelectric Constant of Spinels

In general, the spinels exhibit extraordinarily high dielectric constants

E at and above room temperatures, but have rather weak temperature dependence

at low temperatures. In the present case, experimental results (section IV)

have revealed a large peak in the temperature derivative of the dielectric

constant, dE/dT, at the Neel temperature (see Fig. 4-8), which suggests a

coupling between the charges and the lattice.

We give first the simplest picture for the dielectric constant in an

insulator and explain why it can be affected by a magnetic transition, which

is very unusual. The dielectric constant arises from the polarization of the

medium via virtual transitions from a filled electronic state to an empty one.

Since the energy denominator in such a transition is of the order of the gap,

the dielectric constant will increase as the gap decreases, becoming infinite

in the limit that the gap vanishes and a metallic state is reached. A simple

representation of the band structure of the spinel is shown in Fig. 6-2; the

filled valence band is separated by a gap at the zone boundary k : +1/ao from

* the empty conduction band. The basic point is that any perturbation which

affects .he band structure will have an effect on the die>t :tric constant. The

expression for the dielectric constaint in an insilator may be written (Z.m n,

1964)

~- I -



€(q, w) + fe- (6-)

q k, G E k+q+G-Ek- + 16 kk+q+Gj

if we consider the static limit here, nw -) 0, replace the energy denominator

with an average gap A, and utilize the oscillator strength sum rule, then Eq.

(6-1) takes the simple r;-rm

[hwV
E(q,O) 1 + - (6-2)

2

where w is the plasma frequency. We may use the result (r-2) to understand

qualitatively what happens when the ordering of the sp-ns couple to a distor-

tion of the lattice. Neutron scattering experiments (Oles, et a!., 1976)

show a variety of patterns in the low temperature spin ordering of the B-site

spinels; however, a characteristic feature is a doubling of the unit cell from

ao to 2a. If the spins couple to the lattice then a periodic potential acts

on the electrons which induces bandgaps at multiples of 1T/2a o as shown in Fig.

6-4. 5ince the valence band in the insulator is completely filled and the

'I..F

-It __r -'w -w 1 .
a4 k ' -° "

Fig. 6-3. Spinel band structure: F i, - .r,. Li:, :.

T > TN.
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conduction band is empty, the gap induced at ±-T/2a o has little effect;

however, the effect at the original zone boundary ±TT/a o is to inc....se the sap

already present. This clearly lowers the electro:nic energy since occupied

states are lo',ered in energy, while unoccupied conduction states are raised in

energy. Thus it is clear that the average gap A is increased. We may write A

in terms of a constant part A o and a temperature-dependent part 6(T)

A(T) : A + 6(T) 30

where 6(T-, due to its couplinr. to the magnetic order param.eer, will have a.

temperature dependence below TN as shown in Fig. 6-5. Taking the derivative of

Eq. (6-2) then gives the result shown in Fiq. 6-6 for 8c/aT. The experiments

on the dielectric constant therefore represent a very important probe of the

spin and structural ordering in the spinel materials and have been pursued on

all available samples.

15

7 T .T

Fig. 6-5. Temperature dependence of Fig. 6-6. Temperature derivative
bandgap 6 arising frorn of dielectric constant
,-oupling to magnetic vs. tempe ature.

ordering.
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2. Ginzburg-Landau Model of Sp,,nels

In order to derive the proper Ginzburg-Landau descripticn of tne spinel

materials, we note that sInce the experimental susceptibility (section V) and

adiabatic demagnetization (section IV) are both characteristic of an antifer-

romagnetic system, the natural long range order parameter of the system is the

sublattice magnetization. Furthermore, with both magnetic and electr.c f~eds

present, then the sublattice magnetization, the total magnetization, and tne

polarization should all appear as relevant order parameters. We write dowr

Ginzburg-Landau theory with a free energy containing coup1lngs of these order

parameters and use it to analyze the system.

We start by expressing the free energy functional F in terms of the order

parameters L, M, P, which are the difference of sublattice magnetic moments,

the total magnetic moment, and the electric polarization, respectively:

F Faf[L] + Fpm[M] + Fd[P) + Fap[L,M) + Fad[L,P] (6-4)

where

Faf[L] : dr [ aILI2 + biLl 4 + 2 vLJ (6-5)

is the energy associated with the sublattice magnetization and netr the Neel

temperature TN, a ao(T-TN)/TN,

Fp[M :f dr aIMI2 -i.M (6-6)

is the magnetization energy including that associated with the external

magnetic field H with a > 0,

Fd[P] f dr X( P 2 - ,7-

is the dielectric V larization energy including the coupling to the externa.

electric field 1, and finally the coupling terms,

.J



h~7 P2 2
Fad[L,M) f J dr GILI IMI

FapELP] f dr ( FILIIPI (6-9)

Eq. (6-8) gives the coupling between the magnetic order parameters L and M; we

have G > 0 since the antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic states tend to

exclude each other. Ei. (6-9) describes the interaction between the latt.ce

distortion involving charge displa.> nment and the sublattice macnetization 1.

Both these ccupl.ngs are required by 1) the behavior of the magnetic 7uscept.-

bility, and 2) the experimental connection between the dielectric constant :'rd

the magnetic phase transition.

The Eqs. (6-4)-(6-9) have a rich structure even within the mean field

theory approximation (MFT) in which fluctuaticns are neglected. Since we are

concerned primarily with the equilibrium state of the system and the nature of

the phase transition, this gives a reasonable first approximation. 'We include

fluctuation effects in the next section where we consider the experimental

data. In the MFT we have the following equations resulting from minlmization

of the free energy F[L,MP), namely,

6F 6F 6F=P -=0M TL 6P

thus

2cM - H + 2GILI 2M 0 6-li
2a DL2L 2

2aL + 2bILI L + 2GIMI 2L + 2IPI 2L 0 (6- 12

2XP + 2ILI2P - E 0 (-1:

In the case G F P = 0, we may identify the unrenormalized magnet, -3

dielectric susceptib lites, Xom and Xoe, as

IF



M Z XOMH = H (14)
1~.

P XoeE : E.-

Then from Eq. (6-13) we obtain the polarization as

E Yo E  (6
P - eE E 2 e 2

2X+2 L l + 21-X oe Lt

while from Eq. (6-11) the total magnetic moment is

'.. M = XmH : H o
Ms::H 2-.i~ (6-17)

2cx+2GILI 1+2GXomILI2

The sublattice magnetization L is determined by Eq, (6-12), which gives L 0

above the transition (a > 0), and the solution

2 2 2
a + bILl + G[YH + F[XeE 0 (6-18)

below the transition (a < 0). Eq. (6-18) is a non-linear expression in ILl 2

due to the dependence of Xm and Xe on IL 12 as indicated in Eqs. (6-16) and

(6-17). Defining the dimensionless quantities: sublattice magnetization 1,

temperature t, electric field e, magnetic field h, and coupling constants "

andg

12 biLl
2

aoTn (6-19)

a T-T n
t n - n (6-20aoTn  Tn

2 bX(oe2

e -2  2 (6-21

2

4' ( aoTn 2'2 b (°mH2

(aoTn )2

b'.4
4'

,4'

4' , ?



: bG' (6-24)

we may then rewrite Eq. (6-18) for L2 as
22

ye + g + 12 + t = 0 (6-25)

(1+2y1 ) (1+2g12)

Solving Eq. (6-25) yields the sublattice magnetization as a function of the

temperature and fields L : L(T,H,E). We note that when y is not equal to ;,

Eq. (6-25) is a quintic equation for 12, namely,

2 22 22 2 22 2 2 2
(1 +t)(l+2y1 ) (+2g1) + ye (1+2g1 ) + gh (1+2y! ) 0 (6-26)

The value of ILl 2 obtained from the solution of Eq.(6-26) determines the

dielectric constant F and the magnetic susceptibility Xm as follows,

S= l+41TXe (E)-27

where from Eq. (6-16),

Xe : 2
1+2r'ILI Xoe

and

=mm (6-29)

1+2GILI Xom

From the solution to Eq. (6-26) it is clear that as tne magnetic field

increases at constant temperature, the value of L decreases. The field at

2Iwhich L 0 defines a critical magnetic field h. 2 : (-t-ye2'/g, rr

Ho 2  I l-FXoe2E
2

G'(om 2

at which the system is driven into a paramagnetic state ' the external

magneQic field, i.e. a kind of spin-f5,-. transition.

% - % %
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As the electric field goes to zero, or if the coupling constant j F ver-y

small, the second term of Eq. (6-26) can be dropped. Then Eq. r6-26) r.3'_ces

to

2 2 2
(I+t)( 1+2gl + gh

The numerical solution of Eq. (6-31) -hown Eg. _- % ,- :'.r two

telneratures below the transition, t:-1/ '3 and t:-i/z+; the n,rmalzed su at-

tice magnetization squared IL/LoI 2 Is plotted versus the n.rrnahzed magntic

fleld squared (H/Ho)2 for various values of the ant ferroma netic-

ferromagnetic coupling constant g where Lo is the value of L at H:0 and Ho is
I0

given in Eq. (6-30).

It is interesting to note that for larger va.'.es of g the curves show

re-entrant behavior which suggests a d.scm tinuos (frt order) transition '

those cases. We may determine the critical value of g, gc at which re-

entrance appears as the value of g for which the slope of IL12 as a function

of H 2 first becomes infinite at H o . Equivalently, we may use (6-31) to express

h2 as a function of 12 and require

2
dh(l 2 0 (6-22)

dl2  11:9

with the result that

gc - 41W (6-33)

Thus the t'endency toward a first order tr.-nsition in a field increases as the

temperature is lowered. Eq. (6-33) predic.sq a :.,irnmum value of gc of 1"4 aT

zero temperature. On the other hand, near the transition TN , t o 0, and a

second order transition in field will aliys occ'ur .

, ) _
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',Fig. 6.11. Change of dielectric constant vs. external mancn.--ic field at temn-
* erature T 7/8 TN with critical g, and y 1 and 2.
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Fig. 6.12. Change of dielectric constant is. external man:.i~c field at temr-* p;erature T =7/63 TN with cr2t2 an r. and": thand 2h.ci i



Using Eqs. (6-27), (6-28) and V-),we Can plot C(-" s. ,H-iI

shown in Figs. 6-9 through 6-12, for vrosf:o a::o h~trrrtr

and the coupling const ants m and y. The same r-e-entrant. bel.av.inr is frOund f .

g values greater than g.. We also note that at and ve the critical fieldj

H0 the dielectric constant anomaly is removed for all values of p, and, y j .,

AE:0. This occurs because above H. the magnetic field !has.spresdt

sublattice magnetization (L -0), and thus the ntrci between th, char,;'e

and the lattice, y1P JLJ2, has effectively been rcrm1oved1.

To summarize thIs section, we have found -I novol rins br-Landau fr

energy which describes '*:ie unusual coupling betw-en the Cielectric constant

and the antiferromagnetic transition in the B3-site spinels, CdCr2OL4 andj

ZnCr 2O4 , We next consider a detailed comparison of the theory with the recent

experiments in section IV on the magnetic field dependence of the dielectr_-

constant.

3. Comparison with Dielectric Constant Measurements: Effects of Fluctuations

In order to make detailed comparisons with the experiments it is necessar-y

to include the effects of fluctuations on the expression for the dielectr-ic

constant. This is clear from the fact that the dielectric constant starts to

decrease above the actual transition, which occurs at the point of maximum

slope (see Fig. 4-1).

The simplest approximation that includes fluctuatio-is is the Hr'

approximation. Consider the free energy ii
F a L b L (a bL IL (

In the Hartree appro:xima*.ior, th.o L' term, whichi repres~ents thle interacti r',n4

is evaiu .ted uc-inr, it., a--rage value, namcly, 212LL>. F'y

b e co mes



F a + b <L2 >] 6-35)

Self-consistency is imnosed by calculating the average of L2 by using

Eq. (6-35)

2  -

,L2>a (Tr e LF )/ r e ):

Together wlth Eq. (6-5) this gives

a = a + b/a 6-2"

Eq. (6-37) may be so -, e:xplicitly for a. The requtremnnt that the limit

* a a be achieved at temperature far above Tu so that L2 approaches the

mean-field result implies that the correct solution of Eq. (r-3, is

a a + + b 1/2 (6-38)

The sublattice magnetization is thus

2 2 1/2
L : 2/[a+(a +4b) / 2  (6-39)

In the vicinity of the transiti. n temperature TN, where the reduced

temperature t - (T-TN)/TN satisfies Itl <( 1, the Ginzburg-Landau coefficient a

is givon by

a : a t (-0)
0

Although Eq. (6-40) is accurate near TN, it gives a nn-varishing deg vat:"e

for L2 at T : 0 which violates the second l.w. A be" ter t,.mula whi,'>!

correctly interpolates between the high and low Temperat'ure limits is

a 3 1(11'r ) i1/2 : a t~l+t/2 - a r '
0 0 h',,

thus we have a s a resu'lt, in zero magnetic field

• --," --. .' .. '- "-. .. - -. " .-- .-"-.1 .-.. - - . -.. P. ". .- ". ..... . . . . .-',-- - - -, -- '



~2
2 1/2

*t* + (T + b )

Rewriting the coupling constant y in (6-23) ,n terms of ro

y H yI(o- 1) (o- 1 )[4a o T /4-nb]

and using Eqs. (6-42) and (6-43) with Eqs. (5-27) and (6-2P) ",o c.,r fir-a

expression for the dielectric constant

S 
2 1 (€o11

C

where in general go in (6-44) depends on temperature also. From fitting T"e

experimental curve for CCN(9/1) in Fig. 4-3, we find E 2.15 0.2 t,

Yl: 4.33.e - 5 , nd b : 0.00u. The theoretical expression from Eq. (6-44) is

plotted together with the data ,oints fr-'i experirment (from Fie. 4-1) in Fig.

6-13.

When the magnetic field is included, provided t., . ..ffec t o)f electric f.ell

is negligible, the sublattice magnetization is given by

2 2 g (cH2
1 (6,-,*5)

"+(t2 +0.06) 112  1 + 2 g 1/2
c+ (T+0.06)

where H is in units of Tesla. From fitting the curve (1n F.g. 4-5), 9 anJ C

are determined to be g : 3.37.e - 3 and c : 2.7,7 T. We note that the coupl n

constant g is small enough that when the magnetic field increases from C.-1 T

to 15.16 T the change in E is about 0.1 out of 20. The f.eld dependence c f

the dielectric constant from Eqs. (6-4) and (5-45) Is shown in Pig. 6-14.

The theory foi the magnetic field deppndence is arso i - cod a;reemert w7>

the experiment+, in,licating that . n,reases as the fiell in:- es.

-e",-
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data point

Fig. 6-13. Dielectric constant vs. t mperature for CCN(9/1) spinel sample.

Data from Fig. 4-1 (or 4-.) compared with theory, Eq. (6-44g,

i / -,
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D. Monte Carlo Calcul_.. )ns

1. I.':*tr)JL1CtJO12

The results obtained in previous work on this c-ontract a: well as Oh-e

Ginzbur-Landal thieory of tl~e previcic_- secticon h.ave all pg ' I,- ta ptur e

fr the ordering transitions in the 19-zite spinelS, Cr (4and Zn-Cr-,0 4 ,

involvini two types of magnetic corr-elations, ant- fer.rnagr,_--c Ancd aa

netic. r rustration and the pr<'-e-nce of strong spin-l,-.tt,:f coupi.ng appear t:

play an important role in the anomalously larie snec-lfc hieats and thernma.

conduc tiv ties. In addition the transit ions in .::e nmioriAl_- S- L

-invol--,ve weak spin ord.±ring in a latt!-ze which 'as a ".6h dIeoree of frustr-a-

tion. This means that large numbers of spins carn remain unor"der-e( below the

transition, resulting in anomalously large specific heats7, and furthermore,

that distortions of the lattice, which remove the frustrao: on, cani co)uple

strongly to the spins, thus leading to dielectric anomnalies and large thermal

conductivities due to spin energy being transpnrted through the spin-phonon

interaction. The most. powerful way to examine these effects, is *_th-rough- "onte

4,Carlo simulations of the actual spin lattice. Before treat -ng the actual

magnetic ion lattice formed by the B-sites in spinels CdCr 2O1 , and !ZnCrO 4 , we

I % describe the compu*ter techni)ques and obtain calibrations for ccomparison pur-

poses on a simple cubic lattice Ising mnodel spin systom.

2. Monte ('-jrlo SImLulat!2n

The MneCarlo metho.d uses a computer to, miodel tethiermal behavioDr of A

physical system by simulating the random microscopic prctsses which give 1-se

to thie t.hermal equillbriurn stAte. The MoDnte- Carilo Methcd-" And its 2ppllcat. 'on3

in various field1s have teon do i i<del7;6. Th

basic 1idea ,~tc -~c h ytO '. *:hav -

k4

4%



phase space, calculating equih!br.urn thermal quantit e., alcng the tra ject r.

Many different sampl ing techniques :'r used. The . .' ar: ,l mo: t .... -

cdent one is called "importance sampling", whi.ch chores random states acco-,

ing their importance -n the problem, e.g., according to a 3olt:,nann dr.

tion in the canonical ensemble.

Choosing the Tsn model as an ,:-:ample, the usual ramDi: ,' ' _

the following:

1. Start with an initial state at temperature T, and calculate it:

magnetization M and energy U;

1i. Select jth spin to flip, caiculate the "transit.on Trcbabil ty"

e:-*P(-AE/kBT), where AE is the chan qe in energy a7rsociated with the

spin flip;

iii. Compare the probab:lity with a random number x (Ofxi). If the

probability is larger than x, flip the spin; otherwise do not;

iv. Repeat ii and iii for j from 1 to N, where N is the total nu'mber of

spins in the lattice, then cal .. late E and U again;

v. Repeat ii, iii, and iv many times. Calculate the averages of M and U,

which are just the equilibrium values.

There is some flexibility in the selection of the starting point in t.his

procedure. The initial state can be chosen as:

(a) an arbitrary state;

(b) an ordered state;

(c) the equilibrium state at a temperature close t. the temper,.ure

ccnsidered.

The last one is used most often since with it leads to equilibrilum faste:.

The free energy F and entropy may be obtained t.. intenratin t ,,

following thermodynamics relat .onr:

-7%



(dS/jdT)II d/T ;/

- -

-ne exPressions for- S and F arec provide d terms~ of ntrac. eithIer from-:

C) t o T r- f r m mt T. T ne y a re

S (T, H) =S (0, P) + T), I-

F T, H) U(-,H) S(I 11 rI- -,

requ I a e n ly

F (T, H) S___!__ -
+ U d - I (

3 (7, ! S (a, H + -7, '1/T k RB -wr U d -51?

~-t: a1~ 5>are often more convenient to use because it i5 sul'

n n, r r-, 1 S I n m e. t at

'rx H): 1' ln 2 s+lI

re:.~~~ P, . :;: .,L _lt Ol muted from U(T,H).

.. r~.c~ tcnthemor r~va.' exper.imental quant.,Lties are Tfle

ore1 :... -0 he -jut~cI~ucep~tIlit x.We ca:, calculate Clirectly

* w.--: -,.. ........... rm *-le rame cacouiation that 7ie .

~*1. '-~:- ,rially gives a moi-re r~~l eo

2'



The susceptib,'.:y can be defined in two different w - The differen~e

susceptibility,

X 11,/fH , -
,"
"

'0'H

or the differential susceptibility,

X : (dM/dH)T

The latter is equivalent to

X : B( <M 2 > - <M> 2 )/RtT (6- 7)

which is often more useful than (6-.6) in practical a.pliatons.

In the usual procedure described above for Monte Carlo -ampling, a corn-

plete cycle steps (-i), (iii) and :iv) Is called one Monte Carlo step per

r spin. The nL:,.ber of MC steps per .. needed is dil, nrmined by how fast t e

results converge. Good convergencf r tjires that the difference between th--

average quantity before and after one step is much smaller than the quantity

.tself. Usually the number of MC steps needed ranges from 103 to iO4 fc,:r

typical spin systems.

In a Monte Carlo calculation, the systems used are obviously finite, with

the number of spins N usually r-anging from 103 to 105 . Since a phase

transition can only occur in an infinite system, we can not, strictly speak-

ing, obtain any singular result from our calculation. With periodic boundary

conditions, when the correlation length gets larger than the linear diman-

sion L of the system near the phase transition, the fluctuations become "over

correlated" and the calculated results are rounded and smeared. These 1re

called finite-size effects, and may in fact be used to determine the range-f

correlations. For this reason, finite-size scaling theory is an very uref' i

tool to investigate properties near a critical point (Binder, 1934).

An important !act should be strc,-sed here, n!mely, the .f=erence , n,

p, 
_

- ' -'' -- .'-" -;; ."."-+. ",v"""- -": - -+.'."-"-z'' .-. "-2-" ,.'; ' , "°"- -''"'-/ " ,"- -''.< .,. " '. - " ," "" "".-2



behavior of the order parameter obtained from a Monte Carlo calculation near a

first order phase transition from that obtained near a higher order phase

transition. At a first order transition, due to the exif tence of metastable

states, the order parameter shows hysteretic behavior, while at a higher order

transition it does not. As shown in Fig. 6-15, this difference ,z -,.ten used

to distinguish the first order transition from higher ordal:: ones ( Mouritsen,

1984).

a) First order transition, (b) Continuous transition.
dashed lines indicate
metastable states.

Fig. 6-15. Order parameter 4) vs. temperature T

Compared to other methods, ','onte Carlo simulations have two obvi.ous

advantages: first, the method may be used with ai:y system with a well defined

ham itonian, and second, it is a non-perturbati-ve method which relies on no

approximations of the underlying fundamental physical laws, an approach whiclh

i! may bring about new and unexpected (liscoveries.



3. Calculations on a simpe ctJ1C bi ' CX.'-

To make sure our programs are correc'_, we first worked on a simple cutic

lattice as a trial to calibrate our tec"niques, since the rcrults can be

compared to previous work.

The lattice we used in the present case ,','as a 'OxlOxl0 ferr.,omagnetic Ising

(s : 1/2) spin array with periodlc boundar' ,...taons, allhouh lattice sizes

ranging from 5x5x5 to 37x31x,37 were ,'.-o F'-Iied. The calcullatOnz were 10ne

over a range of temperature T : 0 to T = 2.0Tc (4 .C)Tc for U and M), where

Tc = 4.51J and J is the cot's-ingr constant, 1, ... een nearest neighbor spins. For

these calculations, we utilized a modest 100 MC steps per spin at each temper-

ature, which proved to be adequate f,:. appr)ach to equilibrium in this case.

First, the energy and magnetization were evaluated directly from the

average over all the configurations obtain. 1 in the random procedure at each

temperature; the results are shown in Fl. 6-15 and Fig. 6-17, respect. ely.

1] --

Fig. 6-16. Energy vs.t rtr -''.- va ns
for llOxlO~1 cubic fro~e~ .r ~ 'a~rra:
Ising spin

is ;



As expected, the energy is equal to -'0COJ L, times the total number of

nearest neighbor bonds-) at low temperature, and approaches zero at tempera-

tures much above the transition, indicating that the spins are highly

decoupled from each other. Simlar!;, the manetization equals the total

number of spins at low temperature, showing that all the spins are ordered in

one direction, but is nearly zero at hiL". temperature, corresponding to a

completely disordered state.

From U and M at different temperatures, we computed the free ener.;y and

entropy from Eq. (--5C) and (6-51). They are shown in Fig. 6-18 and Fig.

6-19. We find a reasonable behavior for S, as well as F, from the results.

At low temperature, S equals kBln2 since the ground state is 2-fold degener-

ate. At high temperature, S equals NkRln2 where N 1 000 is the total number

of spins.

Fig 1. Free ener,,y vs. temper- " . --. E t .F, :. tnp r.t .:

neti(., I~ ini 1p t :: .I:., p n I '-

5?, - . -,. -. , . - - . -,- ,. . -. -, , ,p -. -- . . -, - . .. . . . . . - . . - . .. . . . ". . -. .



To resolve the phase tr'ansitirin

at Tc, the specifi: heat was calcu-

lated d' -ectly from the derivat-;'. cf

energy with respect to temperature.

The result is plotted in Fig. 6-20,

which indicates that C ex:habits a

peak anomaly at T.. The divergence

of C is rounded by finte size

effects, as expected. A small shift

of the peak to lower temperature is

also seen in the results.

To investigate the order of tran- I

sition, we calculated U and M4 both -. - "_

upon heating up the lattice f, :m low

temperature and by cooling it down Fig. 6-20. Specific heat .rs. tem-

from high temperature. The results perature for 1?xlCxlO cubic ferro-

turned out to be identical, well rmagnetic Ising spin lattice, calc-

within the numerical uncertainty, for ulated using Eq. 6-53.

both directions, thus no hysteresis

was observed. This indicates the

transition should be continuous instead of first order, a corcliusion

known, of course, for the Ising model in three dimensions.

All the above results are consistent '"ith previous!i putlishel w-.rkln !I t

Ilterature i1,12,13 Therefore we can conclude from our trial calculat a

analyses that the Monte Carlo meth I and our rrogram a' e well cal '

further studies on the magnetic spines, whose prop.'r can u . :

analogy with the result,. reported here for !he +mVi 7;

.................. ...*..*;**.* ... " ..



E. Monte Carlo Calculations on Frustrat,_ Sp ineis .

1. SpInel Magnetic Ljttnce

As discussed in previous se*ter, ,he r.agnetic irs on the B-sites in

spinels CdCr2O , and ZnCr204 form a frustrated spin system. The st-'cture is

shown in Figs. 6-2 and 6-21. Sinc e , fou ' '.., (,n j'uSt e'ir' , -ne c

properties, only the magnetic atoms are ".rawn. c ci e r F -

the whole lattice is built up of interconnected tetr.,hedral units. Each s.

is part of two adjacent units which means that for each tetrahedral unit there

are two spins, with eight units in a pr'7.itive cel of th- crystal.

We consider the basic loops compo-ing the lattice triangular plaq u..tt,

which form the faces of the tetrahedral inits. Around each of these loops,

there is an odd number of antiferromrnetic bonds which has the consequence

that spin alternation around the loop can not be perfectly satisfied, ':, .n.h:p.

in Fig. 6-22. Considering the Ising c-i2e, at least one spin in the 1,op C-

be flipped without changing the energy. This is called "frustration" in

systems (Toulouse, 1977). The spin which can be flipped free!,/ correspnd .s

+0

e0

Fig. 6h 2l1. Tetrahedral units in -. U ra order :.

spinel magnetic -:. e l.att ice. tr_,In t r I nIr. A! I u e t f
Note chains of spinu.'

,0.
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a (paramagnetic) defect, which represe' ai 1 .rl . +.in d

state configuration. Disorder e:< . .n- r' .e spin cin ns

chosen up or down randomly. Similar co; • Len applied to the

spin glass phase, which has a number . .:1 .. ti. .. .Thus we Sh'... ,

not be surprised to find some peculiar f:1 - ! fm . . .e case

frustration in spinels.

We now describe the application of " ... e Carlo -.du- e rev'+cwe .n

the previous section to CdCrO and ZnC:r©h+. As ment 1 -1 befor -, we wi i us

Monte Carlo simulations to investigate "heir magnetlic properties. The lattice

formed by magnetic atoms, shown in Fig. --2 or -21, is frustr-'. -d due to

triangular plaquettes of the corner sh tng tetrahedra. We can also think of

- the spin lattice as layers of spins with parallel spin chains in. each layer.

The Hamiltonian we will use is the Isir; model with nearest neighbor antifer-

romagnetic interactions:

H = J Z EX (6-58)

< i, j >

where J > 0, <i,j> denotes nearest neighbors, and the spins S, and S3 take on

the values ±1. We n-,te that the Ising rr'-=l ap ars +o be appropriate to the

CdCr 2 0 4 and ZnCr 2 0 4 systems (rather n the +sotroplc interaction of the

Heisenberg model, for example) based on what is known of the nature of the

spin ordering (Oles et al., 1976).

The next section is devoted to the fcroind state prr7ertles obtained frnm

the Monte Carlo calculations. We note i:n ad'iance that although some of hese

results gave encouraging agreement with I. experiments of sect .ons IV and V,

they did not provide evidence of a -har- transition. his sungestel that t..

actual spinel composite materials are 3ble to reduce the frustratoi)On in rD ,e

way, which will be discusred in the ne "t r.- rectim' F.



2. The Ji-ounId Stite

Sl:ce the system is frustrated, tlie bonls can L!,- ho21l1~

once. However, it is clear that t-he lowest energy f;:. a i t )c'e

can be achieved by setting tho fcour spin:;- on it as two t~ n ,I, t 'i; &n n:X

different ways). Thie ground state 'lrite whnole lti~i 7m

many such tetrahe,-:.i together. The lf)owest energly fo~r i s;inF:e + ~ rai.e r-1 -

Elz -2J. If there are a total cf 1! spil::, snee~httae' i

b ~4*(l/2) = 2 spins, there will be 11/2 tc -.-ahedra. Theref,-re h.::ui0

* energy EC) is equal to

E0: (-2J) -NJ

The ground state so constructed is non-periodic and v'ry dsrer 4  I

one looks at a single chain of spins running through the spine! lattice, it

can have any pattern. Obviously the ground ftate degeneracy is very lar ',

lower bound can be obtained by setting all chains (in ".-y plane) in-

parallel configurations, or in other words, satisfying all the bonds in the

x-y plane, then counting the two fold degeneracy of each chain. The number of

chains are (N/2) 2 / 3 , and each chain has 2 states, yielding a lower bound cf

2

The upper bound arises as followc. Divide all tetrahedra i.i to two sets

such that the tetrahedra in one set only connect to tetrahedra in thle oth-er

* set. Then the upper bound for the ground state degeneracy can be obta~ned h

setting the spins on each tetrahedron in one set (which are mutually disoccn-

nected) a-, two up and two down; the number of possibilities comes out tIo

bH/ which ,fs an u; : -r bound since the spin configurations on the ttoer

in the2 other set may or may not be appropriate for thet pround state,. If

*~~~~~~~~~~~. deIe-h.g~n t~oJgnrcy ehv



These bo;unds on : . ,ra-" yiii .e fcl.w .... .

entropy per spin s -"- F'K", r ,N

', 43 7 kB

<3- KB
N13 f

A further apprc:.nate, but useful ,rstlmate for D - '. t "

20. (AnderSon, 1956):

D Z (2/2) :I/2

IfI- which ims"lies a ground state en+ropny -er spin -of

s I .ln(.',) 0.203 k
o 2

In all the cases considered the zero temperature entropy has.. fin-te value a

a result of the frustration of the spin ordering. As we dis,,ss in sectisn ?

below, a lattice transformation may reduce or el)'inate the frustratlon

Si allow the entropy to go to zero at zero +,-perature.

3. Monte Carlo Calculationsz of t1:2 Thermal and Magnetic Pr ore ' " "t r"-

. Frustrated Spinel Lattice

Using Monte Carlo simulations, the thermal andJ mar.nt,,7 pr .er ,es ,,

system have een calculated. Most of our c1lcu lat ion" re !i.r c n i.t

*, of 5×x5x5 unit cells containing tx5x;xl6 2000 spur, with teratn

ranging from 2000 to 20000 M- steps.

Direct aver twing over many rindom conf iurations ;.el. h m , T!".. :

M(T) and ene.y U(T) as functlions of temperatur,. M ]pparz t, O s- .

zero eanetc f ' .'or t.n -r . tr " .

with the ant. ,-r - g'11- tur" "... . .: ..

"- 4!

' '



the ground staY r~.* t- 7"2 w-

Our Mon te Carlo resul t is in a oreernernt 'a-,th t I- :2T'r)p CI,- obae~

f rom thne es~ T~r I me I;ond 0sTt - d eeriry, Eq. (6-63).

O ne _ f the.- .: in i ing r 0 r -r~-, t' Ie z ecfc Ce

can be obtainedi b'-' dfe.ntiatir, the .lti hw nFg.6-21.

low b-roa:d maximum m - is found at T G' (1 J wih a: 2 C>Pw C / i

the specific neat per spin. !'lormal (if 1ta~~ pnodrn rn~ Cn

typically inv:Itve maximum specific hVran ~ c antctlre

* ~~this. For suchi i low a peak, it appear.-, Ai;t ita:hr Kietas

*tion is actu,_ally present. A low spe-ific heat -Peak could _f s",.

t ran si. n ': first order, but near a secondl order ri :1p-intwhh

Fi -2 . Sp i ic 2 v . . e , - !-'i 1' I,:,y -7 " 'M er r/

erat re or fPil fru - a

tr t d s i e ,t i _ i -



% gives weak f luc:tuations, !.ove v er, ta t. Oc, a e rr a 1?:. -U

hysteresis would be exeTK n 7-i '1 ,, s--

and cooling r,!n:7 ire fcwvn. No hvst*el )2o.7 YK

transition, if thiere is on, o eom o r or hhr

functoDn of the 2120 th la t , £,. -,-

Whether th eak value, Cm.ax diverges I'-ernd5 on t ie '' 7'2 .

cr~tical expo neni ct ut. ,n e.)ther se Crn,., shno u ,Ir- ith1 1.

- ~dependence of c on size of th iatt'c- *v - tudlie anl 1,-oonln Z -t

* The esult inl~ate!tat max~ is almost, tt7', same for dleet22'at

* ~which also suggests that the trlfllti7'. :. o) an rdtir or''yn.:?r~mt

* one.

Fig 6-25. Sp-e i fic h eat "r zspn 26i~z. o:'rtr
vs. temp a.tl:-2 for tw iee '"j K 2>*~ f ~,lattic

Vz.:lK&:C.-%: ~c& - -- §z&~>t~.:.;-- -~fir.cS-- -&: c



- - O f h e ,. f ' : . ." " ! ... ., , . . ... -, - . , • . -

T h e t e m p e r ., t u' r e o - e s p e c i - . ... .. , ... . . .,

lattice size for a cenvent:onal i:&t. < I: r,,: translt . " ron
' .n a, . ...

the tempera',re o the ma ximul,. f I', the h ene,,.. .,

lattice sizes was calculated and the results plotted in Tic. 6-26. Surpris-

ingly, we find good agreement with fLnite-s,ze .,aling theory -r l.-rge I. w -

the 3-d Ising coherer length exponent v r.3 is use-i, 2 -.. tiug a PntI-

nuous phase transiton. It is interest.' - to rote that T- 'cr'azes *"'

unlike the case of the simple Ising magnet where it decrease: W i h e

speculate that this notable dafference may arise from th :' xted ato.,

the spinel spin system.

.tnother interesting propert:y. the magnetic susceptib ty \ (in zero

field) - a function of temperature, is calculated Ir. the flt __ tions in IM.

The results are plotted in Fig. 6-27 ani show a pa''Crn similar 'o that for a

. 4 .. ..

I

_ I

• S

tempe at Tr e .. .. .. i-. a ...7 . .-. .N r - .



re.

_ .- '%rC 7

typical Isng ant-ferrmanet, rncc ' frm C a0t a' V . :

but decreasing m uch m oe. .  +riow lv for 2' a .- e '1 , w - r : " an 1: i ci at + n !:

local spin order ing at relatve I> temp, -~n~a u t seen inte

suscept:biity experiments reported in .eO _on V.

The sulsceptibility X in f inie f leld if is , cul . T. . ... T

H : 2.0J and shovn in V. £ 28 and :" 2, -,3 r-,re.. ,. .', - _:

in these and followng p s. .depends or the value cf I, wj, . , , a ... --

mined from the fatting, of the experiment i a ,ue c, - ' " -

of the peaks in our calculated specific -. ts, J

this we find H : J -H {o0  5-10 T. EfiC. -- < -'+> compares f''t fr , ,

dsusceptibilities M/H and d M/dH (t fl 1 .tter ar.:n .fr -m t ' . n -

.- ). They are nearly equal to each other over the temperatu, range 'n'le _ . .

. Compared with y in zero field, i in a small field is n mst ahanged,

- -

.o
- I

Y +- . .+" .- : :.p .. .- I - 0 i ? . . . - . . . .
1 , r .: ., + :. } . J + I T .--. Th-..'!

- .  
*,-. . . +-;1 _-

. " ' ' , " " " ' " " ' " - ," ' " , . , - - ? , ,"? ,+- ,+,<. - ." - , ++: ' - + " " "



s-':{ -h w n in an :': n~ t l ;. :- r

Lr a- +- T. 7' e- In i ,gs s- m. - r r y e~yr. - y jp-

:~~~ ... .. ..... -y n. e : } S g ' 'n i -- ;..

7:._- .. :. :_ "..- tep structu re in i s t e { le,:n :a e I : te

• ... .. .. .. ." - :" r.-.,,, r): flip a sp mn (in ,- ' .E Ct: ' . al :."C% -

t. - ."-,''''..". e oe n 2 _T nd 6.C flip a Fr,-n : . by two

II

:7A .:/r :n e \s l';::i 'A .,, r

9-.

'1iswyl~lme~rz~ :r r .era:ni



tetrahedra both with 2 ip i-A 2 down --. In this case, th Increase

spin coupling energy, w.hich is 4J fo- -he t-'-o tetraheir-i. "s less than the

decrease in the Zeeman energy betwe n and the spins. . largle than 6.C)J Can

flip a spin shared by two tetrahedra both' . with 3 up and I dzwi r.. .ns (for H in

the positive z directin), as shown in Fig. 6- , 7e.rsu. H, wvhich x. the

slope from Fig. 6-31, is plotte In F'.1;. 6- 3. T sm:ll pet< at z4 4.9i

vanishes when T 0 because it is the critical fildl t - in shared by

a tetrahedron wi 2 up and 2 down r ' a tc:tr.hedr rn 7"t lp u .nt I .o.

These two type of tetrahedra do not coeu ist at T 0.

Dote lie ar i e~ .atureaT

4_N

-7

- I I

. .-4. Ii ,

4 I I
I -I

vs -.a - OI i fro -i.6 3.m t r F f o '! ,,<5 s e z

-w I I,_.



*. DISCuSS101

From the specific heat c1ula'" u. -e do not fIri -:2 ''derco r

sharp transition. The spe-:fic heat ad shows a low. ma%:-r um and a :.Di>

decrease above TN. The absence of a t:anfition is ccns. , s t with tah.e earl>

conclusion of And:, _1:w : . , long ran.o , - r can exzit in the B-rite scinelo

only ant.ferromagneti co upi.n bet ween7 n...rest is =... lyIv-

son, 1956). The large value of the zpeoi. o heat above the pel, on te c,

.,4 hand, implies considerable local order, , result seen -n cr e of the rm.

and magnet1c measurements is sections IV and V.

To try to underst.and ',o.'hat ki.nd of rrder is Iavelopnr ".I n-'te tha, the

is one quantity which is the same ta- ,w,' the '-,":tal at I........-:-at ' 'r - "

namely, each tetrahedron has 2 up an,' 2 down spins. That ::.ans, fr,. th.r

fact, we may extract a kind of long r.nre ordering. As s.n a number to. ea2

tetrahedron as follows: if the ith tetrahedral has 2 up and 2 down rs.n,

i.ssociate f, : I with it; ,otherwise 'et f, -3/5. Lein e a "t tra . ..

order parameter F as

F f ( . ..

where we have normalized the order pararme. by the nurtker of tetrahe N/ra, .l; 2.

At T : , each tetrahedron has 2 J and " down lso, o f for all i.

So 'e have

F(T:C) 1

As T goes to infinity, all micro states have the same probabt.litv to appear.

Thus the probability to obtain a tetr-,' .iron with 2 up and 2 down versus that

for all other type of tetrahedra .: * to 10, or equvalentl 1y, 3 to 5. Ts

* means we have

.
Owe
5-l
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--- n r.-ri'.~ W~i.ilf~n r rT -r' --. , x4-'-;'-'-'~~v.~ r - • a x

which is the reason I1 -v, a 2 1

configurati'ns, as discussed above.

W it thTne r- -, i. n,

to 1 at zer, temperature a ' ":nshtng at h;h U mper: tu '' ' w- .'X "

. .F does near th ter 'x ." r. ... . . . . ... . . ..... u...

calculated it i n h Monte ar D itI ... ..

6-34 . T h e cu rve :ho,-w s th a t F w.T.' r e m o, .t : -,o.v . . ..

decreases as expected for other r1.r ,ara.etes, but a 1sr-pert

-. the ":.tremelp' sl'w ,Irca~y a-bove ," .. well.v.! 'arel'x :'M'' .. valu e for

Tmax. it is hardl to fnd a singul toy zI F. t a-, .e

g ra,',-. Calculations of F in tot> hUng n: Ooln " -'r- .1!:0 shows a:

hystereses, which is consistent with what hapien n .:: wiuations :-r

the energy U.

The long range order:ng "," intro 'oed above , b.: , or . -. .-.

small ,pin clusters, not on convent..r i I mnetlc : ... . In :,)n

is not a typical type of magnetic ordern,, as discussed by Sr.'.r, 'a, .ut the

*~t. ordering does have the physical mean:ng of eag asso- ated "+/th the Iron:'n

, entropy from 2.' for the totally disordered -ate to abhout (3//2) /  for .

"ordered tetrahedra". We interpret s result_ as n for strona 1 -al

correlations in spin ordering over a I ;rte rar e in emerakir, w!'

difficult to classify as rlin.ry marnetation, but anrear. in:te, :nee o

a spin glass type of freezing. We are not sure .f F .. the best t:r.' .

parameter at this moment; _-iother Iefinition migl, :ohow a sharper :2>,.

transition. Fur: 'r calcula ions of the correlt 10
, f'ncto , f . .e

would be very il!lurinatini.

-m-j'w * -- '*- '



5. ConCIUS1o0U

Detailed Monte C'arlo calc-ulatl:,1 on futae ~ 2hv cv~e

extensive results, which ShOW a la'S £ a s- ha rp pd tr .n ue T

complete frustration of the spin latt'"ce, but th ' l p'' M'y of extens've

local order. Ccmparicon of tle sl 2,: f a - -a ul_ "_ _ t .. e ..

tal results, F - antI 4- 1lIh ndc-'t:s teat te I * -s .i r. c' 4 -I Z : C

good agreement wit.,: cur results for tho rta . t .. e h ..

and the two correFsnond~n , Zn samples appear to have , transit ons. in

the next section we will see that a tot agonal O.c',r"ion of the la''t

reported , n ZnCr O,.,, but not CdCriO,4 , !ds to a sharp p aL.. .tr -tn.

Comparing the susceptibility from o:r M4nte Carlo cal~viat :: with the r~e

rom experiments, Fig. 5-3, we can see the results agree qualtat vely with

each other except for paramagnetic tails in the data at low tem Ierature which

are especially pronounced in the powder samples. We wll rhow in ne:-. .

that if we change the periodic boundary oc.: .ttien used to . late

crystal to free boundary conditions : p-rcpriate to a fpnte cszed gra:,

paramagnetic tall will appears in the alculated susceptil:.tv.

r

-

pa-

I' , ." ." ; t " , < " , " ." 7 ." ; -' -'" .'" , .'' ,' , '' _' " ' '- --," L .: ..



F. 11-onte Carlo T>:a~< '

As mentioned in the last scx ,tho 'Monto

the fully fruJstrated- spinel d o n ot i1v c. s har p tran Fi t: ,.........

Las Ica 11-1 Di W a; t redC.u Ce te f ruIStra :n aritha a

t io n. C-,e i s tor it rdu ce stec o nd ne ar es' n e igb '1 ' nt

to all Iow t he 'a tt i e to undergoo a cry:, '.a! t:7an Ff orm -

s y mme t ry. We do not cor.-.>do.r the fir:-I alternative atte me~cu

% there is little solid information cn the :.ature of t he :Fec.. !.-3-: z

* interactions other th :fl they are at lea:f a;. -rder c-' mz. alle:

the nearest neighbor interations -nd. 'u nSc>tvi.4  
.

* cates that ZnrO,0 and many other 3pn' n a

-below the magnetic transition temp-,era tur .Thec frur ration in lh. s,*, ,

te total>y or par' iy removed, allowI- "mge- ~~"

to , e achIieved. T!he - -plest and poDss;. 1% ( mportart

I. < ttagc nal one which akef.th latti cn cIn :' -

x . .- pln.'e co nriler 'a. I oro

A:0, !!nd Ac " ;we findI the :~n .frpri

Carlo -,alculat ions f%: bthA of hoc;.

;7,r cconvenience in rhe fol 1 w ic~~n,~

* ~ ~ )Uln _--,te .,Is Ielwe r.ien nX~h~ .N 'rft'Kr '

s. t Ham t e -,. n u1, tnr e.: tn Ia,: .1"1n 1:1!1 1'

11 M ,:4ia

H* 7.>4 .



Fig.~~ 6-.5 Spne I. Ac<A-

hedron J- 1- rc~ rJc

2- A __ __ < r /e e-t I l e n .l l.
2_-- _

hodrospns are parallelin teLgt or ae. inI a or i ae

n nithbor in tw c a, i tac r, pla ne1,, ' n tl e r s.d 7r,

2. ~ ~ Wtc T."e rondStt

In. he c cae, .- ' ~ot~' . J 2  Itmean tht th c-un7

* be~wee erc negh rors in ' r7 r 1:e shul besaisic f-



i ~~state, except for an over'all flip of 1' ': ,°:-", -: ." :' "7: - :

equals to 2, which meanis the ground c'+. e :.':7" ; 2' :

s 0  kB~l

The f rustra.- n as been removed f-ro., C

sp:ni is uniquely determi.ned if its . .s .-- ,:: i

In the A c .> ca:e, one has jT, ."... .... . ... .-- - . - . " :.; 1 .- .

the neares--t neighbors in ea~ch ..plan -. .. ...". - - . ..-- , . .... ;- ;:' .- .

paral e.l '_.'pin ch aiins,_ -is sj,,-, n :n 7" ... .. . . .'., .:: --. " ." ..,. .,:" .- : " " ,

each other on cone ,& a .. .:.- : :: ::,? >  '_ a i

next plane) either' LIP Or downV . Tn . :_,: Y "a ? ! -1" ',2 r w'.:

t e r,. -o t . . .eh t h e:r C) t: ... : "-,t ... . .. .. .

*he 0 1 wI k'-: - ~~t CW -P a -l1 (

t he s a e -i the Ot-, i' ,:~ g n.h .T I';' e-. r ... .n,!. .. .u- IIt a. _l' n . . ... .. . L' T -" _ .

mut*ually independent pnases.

i The ~go ru .1 s;tate e:,,.,rgy can Le "" . ' : W'17  .'a!. :i . ~ :'

case. It IS ea-sy to 'see that bonds , _ . . . . ..-

energIy- All : nercgy corn.,--s from ; . ", . -:,,

U (Tv~ - : ._-

T ie ,:-oundl deper..,-a,-y c ,'- - fr~m , " .: ', , ", , ... ,. . .. . -

V .. i!ors of -" S of ch l* S, r !1 t "  ' ,s . :.. ' . . * ' "

r Sqt "p Il o n e , -h , a ,-. . . . - - ' . , , .". .

Int h 13d s~ r ;- !7 Z e,.:' f : ?

? n , i ,.

,9eq ¢ t .# .' i,,, I .. a { .. .' . . .

- " " - " 4° " ," > " % % " " , " . % " . . . % . - -"-"-



still be eit'ier- 1~ :r o . LiUt .

t-)on now. Th1e grcund ftatk? entro-cn~7 bt

zk- (lrnD)/N .*lin:/.H)/

. '%' onte CjIr-1 QCilcu1Lt iom'

In our ralult o ) , st* t j3~ r, -1

.1J, J~ C .9)J fr1) r thn.e A c 0) (-.1 , t

to get a general indication of wh::.:r ~: n he. ---

lattice; in fact, the -:nanigf in *he !j, T'> I r-(,

tet ra go nalI dist o r t ,on. In f u ture st %.. ,t .- 'ic, vi ' 1-! e :

be investi,,g -ted in order to f ind the boi irc~ -nn ;tf Ii *~

Thie following calculat-ions are all (I n- on t._-:':si,x > , 7-. .
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CS: s Tt ev are st',own 15 2... - . --.;- . , .... r ¢pflct'7',
7
'  ''+ ." -
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IR

p m~~~~s ~case also y'ields L ' ' .'- - .* I

ture T 1  Q.SJ. Near 7 L- ;'' > an.- . . . .

i Fig. E£-42. A sm a:l~..

tsug ges t the trar.v7 > : i .,.-w ,...-

ati tn .,

i lutut:>s of L sr~hw ani o :s '- -. it - "

same Ti.' c~urve lus -i. .

mea ill.' C-4 ,f. . ,-

as t. t cm ( -e:.



- ,- 1. a ,,, dr ~ ~

S t.m4 a t 1" -0 9s;c

threc same ne asti- thed toi *- ir

I.a s. i n i ar la 71 1

an r e a a et rwt , i7

la g t h r ns ,.r ,

un s al lres ecit.ne * 1 t

. . . . . . . . . .



CI pr~g T:lt Un a n s wr -~ 2- a

Car see lat pr p :t e, :" .'' n ''-'... , - - .. '.

, ~~ties ,- -: l + . . t "r ,

*. The tx,'i T.'" .... ' .. ,

th ri a t -- " . ... .. ..... .. _ ., ."r . ... . . ..- .,..

n ,.eu..

in the ,,~~~~~~................. .................... :.. .... ....... . " - - .. . ... , .. . . " L . : -

c ' r . .... .*~. .. . 1. . . . , r y .•c ,r' '-r.-to'
. 

-,-

Sn . . . ": e n

X:'":e :h Wv. <we"'. fpw"'. ,-: .1 = 'ement wi:th much c f t1"-. ::,:; :".

*result:, there ,s':..,l :.ne vQ.T!':m left. Whet ' th:" CFr lf ..., K ,

Iz"\

-7 -:-n

f , ...

1



Fig. 6-+- we re ,- )Iice th:* '.~a f: 3:c1.

We n 0t e thnat. u~..~ r ,stcr

S., ..,ro~und! ztate does n, n'ave any'rc':1n :7).f .eo -r.l

:e 1,. Since Splin- on _sirf ace a~re tl~ . lo-a'. A s

- ---m-f---epinr, to eir on su-ace 0: s2 i-a,1 Yan

rn !v 10as dnh in C h 1uZk Th U~ a-, ,nition-

s~niu~t:-in inf irie cr-5!rtal vith nc n(-zJ:Aro .. -

s'ur f ace '_c. i nte,,il fn1,.' s 7 . ...

-~~~, trai The re-sult.Ln2 .T in plotted Li:>.629 112 J

* superposil-ion of the Y)we Dbtained prvonyplu:;- a ciCa,

tail. Careful anialyrls shows that the n" mLer' of freeein depenu: 2. h

5%%



'

crystal is cut: if we cut the lat ic- regularl alc,. s-urf s ,,f -.

cells, each to.trah-dra on the StI?-A'Z9 contr' s l/2 "free" spin, 'a,2.:1, :

m ore 'rn nI lar C't r--p ,: lr q .xch u c.1e'n 'n -a ni., c -; c, n '- a I

"free" sr'n. The macn'tude of the Curie tai! .1 our c"'L t c,

exacty tt c e'"Ce" 7,ns ",we nrodav-o ' 2> .'r,-r

Therefore, L usir - a free boundary condition instead <I 7 2CC> c P.C, e'

get an additional naramaretic tail in the matnet,; sePte>.

cases previously cal7 lated, in both dlstort ' 'J.. 1-t:.- ter ' tties.

5. Co,,ML.C LI .1s7o

The study of the tetranonally transfcr: spanel '-ac" hr.: le.d to a number

of further insights. A sharp thermo -.amic 2: ns:.non occurs when the frus-

tration is reduced in the ideal spinel lattice; the data show that samples of

both distorted and undistorted nature can apptren ny be made. The n

properties are relatively insensitive to the 'ce distortin, t .- tbsr

depend 'ensItvely an tle surface condrton of the spIne $2 inns. cota:14

the grains into a denser co-:rp osate ma' ral ap 'pe- ' roe Lit nat etc 1>

eliminate the free s - t on the surfaice . A number ,f I trgu1n :[

tions remain concerning the nature of th.le phase diagram a function of the

distortion or propetres of the composite in which the t-a.a s are sntere .l L

-'i, X ."

--- - - - - - - -. *.'- - - - '-'
. j . '" " '. % " "." ",'". '." % " "." "J ." ." "." ". -." " - " x ' -'. ' . -'.. -" - " ' " • - " -' ."- " -' • .'- .. . . . . . . . --.-
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Direct L>, !or

Pr Jin v. Pro I- Patton
:-s. irio" V , O10/ac. yr.

Graduate ,eru..rchi A!;so 'iates (2)

I.

[u. Retirement IL" '  Tltton) ,'

%Tra-vel I 0

Equi ment

Sun .rk Station

Other Direct Csts

Materials & Supplies r) 0

ports & P'lications 1,5 0

Commu7i icat ions -31,

Total Direct Costs r

I nCirect CoS:t: A M ,TDC .- 7,222

Total Cost
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A P:;.ci U 1] p ' :,- :-.al r . an ... . .. - '... ,

An.cst P:

RL23ZARC' Op :vc:R c-1' )G 1' 1~~

Cnmuted using the . c.: :-es . -. ... .
7.91 applicable to C t*- " ". . " -- . .-. - ... . . . .,.. .
19o6, and J:r-e 30, ' , . , : 2,. . -. -r _*.

salaries and 8.0> .Lbe %o. - .-
betwee--n July 1, 1987, : ":'e ;"

30.30,6 appic- •- ,
24.51% appli
Total Fringe : Rc,, ,

TIPtAVE:

a. By the Research .gssc'ite:

University vehicle Ir $.26/mile f,- an P. tirrted miles, R'2 $273.
Loging (with tax) .45. $45. - $ 90.
Meals (University :-La m) '-x $25. $12. $ 57.

(113) (BLD)
a.ated F7n eacr trio to Cer-rr,hsic-., $32-.

b. By the Consultant:
ist Da' -d a 3r av 4 th Day Tca".

Private vehicle at $.20,/,mile for a:- est.imated -700 ,il:s, RT $I-D0.
Lodging (wi'th tax) $50. q50. $50. -- LID.
Meals (University maxLriun) $20. 15. $25. $25. 13.

Estimated fc' .e', )_trij o State Colld-e I __.I_ .

RiMVERY OF iD:IRECI CCC'

*. GnCcputed using the fixed rates fcr on-c research of -l..2 -

between July 1, 1986, and June 30, 1987, a:.d 31.58% for av• :r .. u
1, 1987, and line 30, 1938. These rates are - ial t..::oiedousl r- ct
costs (total direct costs excluding tui n of SlI;t'- " act n:
$25,000., equiirent, plant con:truction, , bu'lding e:,,::: notion) c.O .shd

approved by the cognizant F,wrtn..nt of rfer ageof ec- b-- .
• . establis':nent of inJrcc cost rates i't tIis :'ve,-sjy.

41.42% applicable to $ 6,713. S 2,781.
31.58% applicable to Y'-,$ , 8 4. = 122.
Total sndirec't Jims..: '" -,7 .
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